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CO-RINGS OVER OPERADS CHARACTERIZE MORPHISMS
KATHRYN HESS, PAUL-EUGE`NE PARENT, AND JONATHAN SCOTT
Abstract. Let M be a bicomplete, closed symmetric monoidal category. Let
P be an operad inM, i.e., a monoid in the category of symmetric sequences of
objects in M, with its composition monoidal structure. Let R be a P-co-ring,
i.e., a comonoid in the category of P-bimodules. The co-ring R induces a nat-
ural “fattening” of the category of P-(co)algebras, expanding the morphism
sets while leaving the objects fixed. Co-rings over operads are thus “relative
operads,” parametrizing morphisms as operads parametrize (co)algebras.
Let A denote the associative operad in the category of chain complexes.
We define a “diffracting” functor Φ that produces A -co-rings from symmetric
sequences of chain coalgebras, leading to a multitude of “fattened” categories of
(co)associative chain (co)algebras. In particular, we obtain a purely operadic
description of the categories DASH and DCSH first defined by Gugenheim
and Munkholm, via an A -co-ring F , which has the two-sided Koszul resolution
of A as its underlying A -bimodule.
The diffracting functor plays a crucial role in enabling us to prove existence
of higher, “up to homotopy” structure of morphisms via acyclic models meth-
ods. It has already been successfully applied in this sense in [13], [11], [9], [12]
and [14].
1. Introduction
Over the past 30 years, operads have proven to be an excellent tool for encoding
the multi-layered structure of certain classes of algebraic objects, e.g., the coherent
systems of higher homotopies describing A∞ or E∞ structure for the multiplication
map of an algebra. In this article we study co-rings over operads, which can be seen
as “relative operads,” as they serve to parametrize the deep algebraic structure of
morphisms.
The structure of the categories DASH and DCSH, first defined by Gugen-
heim and Munkholm in the early 1970’s [8], motivates our work. The objects of
these categories have a relatively simple algebraic description, while that of the
morphisms is rich and complex. The objects of DASH are augmented, connected
associative chain algebras, and a morphism from A to A′ is a morphism of chain
coalgebras B(A) → B(A′), where B denotes the bar construction. Dually, the
objects of DCSH are counital, connected coassociative chain coalgebras, and a
morphism from C to C′ is a morphism of chain algebras ΩC → ΩC′, where Ω
denotes the cobar construction. The research presented here stemmed from our
desire to find conditions guaranteeing existence of a morphism of chain coalgebras
B(A) → B(A′) extending a given chain map A → A′ between two chain algebras
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or, dually, of constructing a morphism of chain algebras ΩC → ΩC′ extending a
given chain map C → C′ between two chain coalgebras.
The categories DASH and DCSH play an important role in topology. Let C∗
denote the normalized chains functor from simplicial sets to chain complexes. LetK
be any 1-reduced simplicial set, and let GK be the Kan loop group onK. The usual
coproduct on C∗K is a morphism inDCSH. Moreover, as shown in [13] using tools
developed in this article, if K is 1-reduced, there is a natural coproduct on ΩC∗K
with respect to which the natural equivalence of chain algebras ΩC∗K → C∗GK
defined by Szczarba [27] is also a morphism in DCSH. Furthermore, Bousfield and
Gugenheim showed that the Stokes weak equivalence APL(X)
≃
−→ C∗(X,Q), from
the commutative cochain algebra of piecewise-linear rational forms on a space X to
its rational singular cochains, is a DASH morphism [3]. In addition, Stasheff and
Halperin have exploited DASH-morphisms to study the collapse of the Eilenberg-
Moore spectral sequence [26].
As an application of the general theory we develop here, we obtain a purely
operadic characterization of the categories DASH and DCSH, in terms of an
explicit co-ring F over the associative operad A in the category of chain complexes.
The A -bimodule underlying F is in fact the two-sided Koszul resolution of A .
Since F is a semifree A -co-ring, it is now possible to establish the existence of
DASH- and DCSH-structures by acyclic models methods. This new possibility has
already proved invaluable in [13], [12], [11] and [9].
We obtain F as a special case of a natural “diffraction” construction asso-
ciating a semifree A -co-ring Φ(X ) to any symmetric sequence of chain coalge-
bras X . We can therefore also use acyclic models methods to prove the exis-
tence of parametrized families of higher homotopies that generalize DASH- and
DCSH-structures. In particular, considering the case X = F , we have shown in
[12] that, if EK is the simplicial suspension of a reduced simplicial set K, then
there is a natural coproduct on Ω2C∗(EK) such that the natural weak equivalence
of chain algebras Ω2C∗(EK) → C∗(G
2EK) is the linear part of a morphism in
DCSH
(
Ω2C∗(EK), C∗(G
2EK)
)
.
We now provide a more detailed summary of our approach to characterizing
morphisms in terms of co-rings over operads. Let (M,⊗, I) be a bicomplete, closed,
symmetric monoidal category. Let Σn denote the symmetric group on n letters.
Consider the category MΣ of symmetric sequences in M, i.e., sequences X =
{X (n) | n ≥ 0} of objects in M such that X (n) admits a right action of Σn for
all n.
The category MΣ admits three distinct monoidal structures: the level struc-
ture (MΣ,⊗,C ), the graded structure (MΣ,⊙,U ), and the composition structure
(MΣ, ◦,J ); see section 2. The level and graded monoidal structures are both sym-
metric and closed. The composition structure, however, is not symmetric and is
only right closed. The name of the composition structure is justified by the fact
that there is a monoidal functor from MΣ to the category of endofunctors on M
with monoidal product given by composition; see [25].
Given the composition monoidal structure, it is easy to define operads, their
(bi)modules and their (co)algebras. An operad is a unital composition monoid
(P, γ, η), i.e., a symmetric sequence P endowed with an associative multiplication
γ : P ◦P → P admitting a unit η : J → P. A left P-module consists of a sym-
metric sequence M endowed with a left action λ : P ◦M → M satisfying the usual
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associativity and unit axioms. Right P-modules (M , ρ) are defined analogously,
and (P,Q)-bimodules (R, λ, ρ) are symmetric sequences endowed with commut-
ing left and right actions of P and Q. We denote the categories of right and
left P-modules and of morphisms of symmetric sequences respecting their module
structure by ModP and PMod. The category of (P,Q)-bimodules is denoted
PModQ. In the bimodule category PModP , we can define a monoidal product
◦
P
via the usual coequalizer construction.
Let A denote the (reduced) associative operad in M, i.e., for all n > 0, A (n) =
I[Σn], the free Σn-object generated by the unit object I in M, and A (0) = O,
the initial object in M. The composition product γ : A ◦ A → A is given by
block permutation. In section 2.4 of this article, we explain that left A -modules
are graded monoids in M and that right A -modules are precosimplicial objects in
M. In particular, we show that A -bimodules generalize the notion of “operads
with multiplication” due to Gerstenhaber and Voronov [6].
The definition of algebras and coalgebras over a given operad P is somewhat
less concise. A P-algebra is an object A of M, together with a set of equivariant
morphisms in M
{θn : P(n)⊗A
⊗n → A | n ≥ 0},
where Σn acts on A
⊗n by permuting factors, and commuting appropriately with
the composition product γ on P. Dually, a P-coalgebra consists of an object C of
M, together with a set of equivariant morphisms in M
{θn : C ⊗P(n)→ C
⊗n | n ≥ 0}
commuting appropriately with the composition product γ. The categories of P-
algebras and P-coalgebras and of the morphisms inM respecting their (co)algebra
structure are denoted P-Alg and P-Coalg.
Our characterization of morphisms depends on the observation that the cate-
gories of P-algebras and of P-coalgebras embed in the categories of left P-modules
and of right P-modules. Questions concerning duality of algebras and coalgebras
can therefore be viewed as questions of chirality of right and left modules, thanks
to the asymmetry of the composition product.
The embeddings are defined as follows. Let O be the initial object in M. We
define two embeddings of P-algebras as left P-modules. Given a P-algebra A, the
constant symmetric sequence c(A) has c(A)(n) = A for all n > 0 and c(A)(0) = O.
The trivial symmetric sequence z(A) has z(A)(0) = A and z(A)(n) = O for n ≥ 1.
Both c(A) and z(A) are naturally left P-modules. On the other hand, if C is a
P-coalgebra, then the free graded monoid T (C), with T (C)(n) = C⊗n for all
n > 0 and T (C)(0) = I, admits a natural right P-module structure. The algebra
embedding z is well-known (cf. Kapranov-Manin, [16]), and, while we suspect that
the algebra embedding c and the coalgebra embedding are a part of operad folklore,
we were not able to find them in print.
There are numerous other sources of (bi)modules over operads. For example,
a morphism of operads P → Q endows Q with the structure of a P-bimodule.
Moreover, if X is any symmetric sequence, then P ◦X ◦Q is naturally a (P,Q)-
bimodule. Finally, as Ching [4] and McCarthy and Minasian [21] recently showed,
the functor calculus is a rich source of (bi)modules over operads. Ching proved
that the derivatives of the identity functor on based spaces form an operad ∂∗I and
that any based space naturally gives rise to a right ∂∗I-module. On the other hand,
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McCarthy and Minasian explained how to construct an operad aF from any monad
(F, µ, η) on the category of S-modules and showed that if the Goodwillie tower of
F (X) splits for every spectrum X , then F (X) is an aF -algebra, i.e., c
(
F (X)
)
is a
left aF -module.
In this article, we need to work with (usually noncounital) comonoids in the
category of P-bimodules, which are called P-co-rings. The category of P-co-
rings and of P-bimodule morphisms respecting the comonoidal structure is denoted
CoRingP . The full subcategory of counital co-rings is denoted CoRingP,∗. Co-
rings over unitary rings were first defined by Sweedler in 1975. Almost 25 years
later, Takeuchi observed that entwined modules, such as Doi-Hopf modules, could
be seen as comodules over co-rings, sparking renewed interest in co-rings among
algebraists. Co-rings are now understood to provide a unifying language for various
types of Galois descent theory, related to (Hopf-)Galois extensions of commutative
rings and to coalgebra Galois extensions.
A P-co-ring R can be used to “fatten up” the categories of left and right P-
modules, as well as those of P-algebras and P-coalgebras, leaving the objects fixed
but expanding the morphism sets. As we explain below, the categories DASH and
DCSH are “fattened” versions of A -Alg and A -Coalg, where M = Ch is the
category of chain complexes over a commutative ring R.
Let ψ : R → R ◦
P
R denote the coproduct on R, which is coassociative. As-
sume that it is counital with respect to a P-bimodule morphism ε : R → J .
We then define the fattened categories (P,R)Mod, Mod(P,R), (P,R)-Alg, and
(P,R)-Coalg to have the same objects as their thinner counterparts, but to have
morphisms given by
(P,R)Mod(M ,N ) := PMod(R ◦
P
M ,N );
and
(P,R)-Alg(A,A′) := (P,ψ)Mod (c(A), c(A
′)) = PMod
(
R ◦
P
c(A), c(A′)
)
;
similarly for right P-modules and P-coalgebras.
The composition of morphisms in these categories is defined in terms of ψ.
Given θ ∈ (P,R)Mod(M ,M
′) and θ′ ∈ (P,R)Mod(M
′,M ′′), their composite
θ′θ ∈ (P,R)Mod(M ,M
′′) is given by composing the following sequence of (strict)
morphisms of left P-modules.
R ◦
P
M
ψ ◦
P
IdM
−−−−−→ R ◦
P
R ◦
P
M
IdR ◦
P
θ
−−−−→ R ◦
P
M ′
θ′
−→ M ′′
For all right P-modules M , the identity morphism in (P,ψ)Mod(M ,M ) is the
strict morphism of P-modules
R ◦
P
M
ε ◦
P
idM
−−−−−→ P ◦
P
M ∼= M .
Composition and identities in Mod(P,R) are defined similarly, while composition
in (P,R)-Alg and in (P,R)-Coalg is obtained by restriction from (P,R)Mod
andMod(P,R). We call (P,R)Mod, Mod(P,R), (P,R)-Alg, and (P,R)-Coalg
the R-governed versions of their strict counterparts. Morphisms in an R-governed
category are denoted →
R
.
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Note that PMod(M ,N ) embeds naturally in (P,R)Mod(M ,N ), by sending
ϕ to
ε ◦
P
ϕ : R ◦
P
M → P ◦
P
N ∼= N .
Similar embeddings exist of the “strict” right module, algebra and coalgebra cate-
gories into their “fattened” versions.
The reader familiar with category theory will have recognized that theR-governed
categories of left and right P-modules are precisely the Kleisli categories associated
to the comonads R ◦
P
− and − ◦
P
R, respectively.
If the co-ring R is not counital, then there are no canonical candidates for iden-
tity morphisms, though the associative composition of R-governed morphisms still
makes sense. We obtain therefore R-governed semicategories of modules (P,R)Mod
and Mod(P,R) and corresponding semicategories of (co)algebras.
The definitions made above are clearly canonical, i.e., if M is a small category
and P is an operad in M, there are functors
L : CoRingopP → SemiCat : R 7→ (P,R)Mod
R : CoRingopP → SemiCat : R 7→ Mod(P,R)
and
L : CoRingopP,∗ → Cat : R 7→ (P,R)Mod
R : CoRingopP,∗ → Cat : R 7→Mod(P,R),
where SemiCat is the category of small semicategories and Cat is the category of
small categories.
A plentiful source of composition comonoids is thus essential to producing “fat-
tened” (semi)categories of modules over an operad. In this article we develop a
tool for constructing composition comonoids over the associative operad A , when
M = Ch is the category of connective (i.e., bounded-below) chain complexes over a
commutative ring R. Let Comon⊗ denote the category of level comonoids inM
Σ,
i.e., of symmetric sequences M endowed with a coassociative level comultiplication
∆ : M → M ⊗M that is not necessarily counital. We define a functor, called the
diffracting functor,
Φ : Comon⊗ → CoRingA .
As a consequence, there exist Φ(M )-governed semicategories of left and right A -
modules and of A -algebras and A -coalgebras.
There is a natural transformation, which we call the generalized Milgram map,
q : Φ(− ⊗−) =⇒ Φ(−)⊗ Φ(−)
of functors from Comon×2⊗ to AModA . The transformation q is a sort of gener-
alized Alexander-Whitney map, along the same lines as the original Milgram map
Ω(C ⊗ C′) → ΩC ⊗ ΩC′ for chain coalgebras C and C′ [23]. Consequently, if the
level comultiplication ∆ on M is itself a morphism of level comonoids, then Φ(M )
is naturally endowed with a level comultiplication qΦ(∆), which is not necessarily
coassociative.
The diffracting functor satisfies a beautiful duality relation, with respect to both
the cobar construction and the bar construction. Before stating the duality results,
we fix some basic terminology and notation.
Let M be a level comonoid. If Y and Z are level (co)monoids, then a morphism
Y ◦M → Z is called (co)multiplicative if it is compatible with the (co)multiplications
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in Y and Z and with the comultiplication in M ; see section 4 for the precise def-
initions. Let MΣmult(Y ◦ M ,Z ) denote the set of multiplicative morphisms of
symmetric sequences, when Y and Z level monoids. Let ChΣcomult(Y ◦ M ,Z )
denote the set of comultiplicative morphisms of symmetric sequence, when Y and
Z are level comonoids. We show in section 2.2 that if A is a monoid, then T (A)
is a level monoid, while if B is a comonoid, then c(B) is a level comonoid.
In the statement below, CD denotes the category of functors and natural trans-
formations from a small category D to a category C.
Bar Duality Theorem. Let D be any small category. There are mutually inverse,
natural isomorphisms
Ind : AMod
(
Φ(−) ◦
A
c(−), c(−)
)
−→ ChΣcomult
(
− ◦ c(B−), c(B−)
)
,
and
Lin : ChΣcomult
(
− ◦ c(B−), c(B−)
)
−→ AMod
(
Φ(−) ◦
A
c(−), c(−)
)
of functors from (A -Alg)D ×Comon⊗ × (A -Alg)
D to SetD.
The natural isomorphisms Ind and Lin are called induction and linearization,
respectively.
Let A and A′ be any two associative chain algebras. By the Bar Duality Theorem,
an M -governed morphism BA −−→
M
BA′ can be obtained by suspending and then
comultiplicatively lifting a family
{Φ(M )(m)⊗A⊗m → A′ | m ≥ 1}
of appropriately equivariant morphisms of chain complexes. On the other hand, by
restriction and desuspension, an M -governed morphism BA −−→
M
BA′ gives rise to
a Φ(M )-governed morphism of chain algebras A −−−−→
Φ(M )
A′.
As an application of Bar Duality, we can prove the existence of natural X -
governed morphisms between bar constructions by acyclic models methods, since
Φ(X ) is a semifree A -co-ring. This fundamental and extremely useful existence
result accounts for our interest in the diffracting functor.
Theorem 1.1 (Existence of M -governed morphisms I). Let X,Y : D→ A -Alg be
functors, where D is a category admitting a set of models M with respect to which
X is free and globally connective and Y is acyclic. Let (M ,∆) be a level comonoid
under J . Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful
functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, comultiplicative transformation
θ : T (BX) ◦M → T (BY )
lifting sτ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s
−→ sX →֒ (BX) ◦J → c(BX) ◦M
θ
−→ c(BY )
proj.
−−−→ sY
s−1
−−→ Y
In other words, for each d ∈ ObD, the natural chain map τ(d) : F (d) → G(d)
extends naturally to an M -governed coalgebra morphism θM (d) : BF (d)→
X
BG(d).
We prove as well an Eckmann-Hilton dual to the Bar Duality Theorem, which
is absolutely essential to the work in [13], [11], [9] and [12]. Here, ModttA
(
T (X) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (Y )
)
denotes the set of transposed tensor morphisms of right A -modules
(cf., Definition 4.8), where T (X) and T (Y ) are both right A -modules.
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Cobar Duality Theorem. Let D be any small category. There are mutually
inverse, natural isomorphisms
Ind :ModttA
(
T (−) ◦
A
Φ(−),T (−)
)
−→ ChΣmult
(
T (Ω−) ◦ −,T (Ω−)
)
and
Lin : ChΣmult
(
T (Ω−) ◦ −,T (Ω−)
)
−→ModttA
(
T (−) ◦
A
Φ(−),T (−)
)
of functors from (A -Coalg)D ×Comon⊗ × (A -Coalg)D to Set
D.
The natural isomorphisms Ind and Lin are again called induction and lineariza-
tion, respectively.
Let C and C′ be any two coassociative chain coalgebras. The Cobar Duality
Theorem implies that an M -governed morphism ΩC −−→
M
ΩC can be obtained by
desuspending and then multiplicatively extending a family
{C ⊗ Φ(M )(m)→ (C′)⊗m | m ≥ 1}
of appropriately equivariant morphisms of chain complexes. On the other hand, by
restriction and suspension, an M -governed morphism ΩC −−→
M
ΩC′ gives rise to a
Φ(M )-governed morphism of chain coalgebras C −−−−→
Φ(M )
C′.
Acyclic models methods again permit us to establish the existence of natural
M -governed morphisms, now between cobar constructions.
Theorem 1.2 (Existence ofM -governedmorphisms II). Let X,Y : D→ A -Coalg
be functors, where D is a category admitting a set of models M with respect to which
X is free and globally connective and Y is acyclic. Let (M ,∆) be a level comonoid
under J . Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful
functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, multiplicative transformation
θ : T (ΩX) ◦M → T (ΩY )
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ T (ΩX) ◦J → T (ΩX) ◦M
θ
−→ T (ΩY )
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
s
−→ Y
In other words, for each d ∈ ObD, the natural chain map τ(d) : F (d) → G(d)
extends naturally to an M -governed algebra morphism θM (d) : ΩF (d)→
M
ΩG(d).
We prove an Enriched Cobar Duality Theorem in section 6.2, which we then
use to show that the induction isomorphism Ind can be made to transport extra
structure, in the following sense. Let θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(M )→ T (C′) be a transposed
tensor morphism, where C and C′ are chain coalgebras, and M is a level comonoid.
If M is a right P-module and ΩC′ is a P-coalgebra it is natural to ask when
Ind θ : T (ΩC) ◦ M → T (ΩC′) is a morphism of right P-modules. Similarly,
when M is a left P-module and ΩC is a P-coalgebra, we can ask when Ind θ :
T (ΩC) ◦ M → T (ΩC′) induces a morphism Înd θ : T (ΩC) ◦
P
M → T (ΩC′).
We provide complete answers to these questions in section 7, in terms of Enriched
Cobar Duality.
Applying enriched induction, we show in Theorems 7.11 and 7.12 that acyclic
models methods can again be used, to prove the existence of right P-module maps
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T (ΩC) ◦
P
M → T (ΩC′). This result is absolutely essential to proving one of the
main theorems in [12].
The Enriched Cobar Duality Theorem is most clearly expressed in the language of
bundles of bicategories with connection, a new categorical concept that is analogous
to the geometric notion of fiber bundles with connection. We present the elements
of this theory in section 6. A complete introduction to the theory will appear in
[10].
Evaluating Φ on the composition unit J , we obtain F = Φ(J ), the Alexander-
Whitney A -co-ring, which plays a particularly important role. Let ψF : F →
F ◦
A
F denote the composition comultiplication on F . As we show in section 5,
the coproduct ψF admits a counit F → A , so that there are categories (A ,ψF)Mod
and Mod(A ,ψF) and not just semicategories.
Note that F admits the structure of a level comonoid, since the level comultipli-
cation ∆J on J is necessarily a morphism of level comonoids. We can therefore
apply the generalized Milgram transformation to obtain a level comultiplication
∆F = qΦ(∆J ) on F , which we prove to be coassociative.
The following theorem summarizes the most important properties of F , which
are proved in section 5 and section 7.
Alexander-Whitney Theorem. Let F = ΦJ .
(1) DASH = (A ,F )-Alg and DCSH = (A ,F )-Coalg.
(2) The natural morphism F → A of A -bimodules is a quasi-isomorphism in
positive levels, i.e., F is a free A -bimodule resolution of A . In fact, F is
the two-sided Koszul resolution of A .
(3) Let X,Y : D→ A -Alg be functors, where D is a category admitting a set
of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective and
Y is acyclic. Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is
the forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, comultiplicative
transformation
θ : BX → BY
extending sτ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s
−→ sX →֒ BX
θ
−→ BY
proj.
−−−→ sY
s−1
−−→ Y
i.e., for each d ∈ ObD, the natural chain map τ(d) : F (d) → G(d) admits
a natural DASH-structure.
Furthermore, if BX and BY admit natural, associative products, then
there is a comultiplicative transformation
Θ : B2X → B2Y
extending sθ.
(4) Let X,Y : D → A -Coalg be functors, where D is a category admitting a
set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective and
Y is acyclic. Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is
the forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, multiplicative
transformation
θ : ΩX → ΩY
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extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ ΩX
θ
−→ ΩY
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
s
−→ Y
i.e., for each d ∈ ObD, the natural chain map τ(d) : F (d) → G(d) admits
a natural DCSH-structure.
Furthermore, if ΩX and ΩY admit natural, coassociative coproducts,
then there is a multiplicative transformation
Θ : Ω2X → Ω2Y
extending s−1θ.
The first property asserts that we have attained our goal of providing a purely
operadic description of the categories DASH and DCSH and follows immediately
from the Bar and Cobar Duality Theorems, applied to X = J .
In Example 5.7, we use F to provide an example of a chain coalgebra whose
cohomology algebra is realizable as an algebra over the Steenrod algebra, but which
is not of the homotopy type of the chain complex of any space.
In future articles we will treat numerous possible generalizations of the diffracting
functor. In particular, we will define and apply diffraction over general quadratic
operads Q and their cofibrant replacements Q∞.
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of diffraction. The second author would like to thank the IGAT at the EPFL for
its hospitality during the visits he made during the course of this research.
Conventions 1.3. We denote by N the set of natural numbers {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Let
~m = (m1, . . . ,mk) ∈ N
k. We use the convention that m = m1 + · · ·+mk. We set
Ik,m = {~m | m1 + · · ·+mk = m} and I
+
k,m = {~m ∈ Ik,m | mi > 0 ∀ i}.
Given objects A and B of a category C, respectively of a semicategory C, we
let C(A,B), respectively C(A,B), denote the set of morphisms with source A and
target B.
Let (M,⊗, I) be a monoidal category. To simplify the language in this paper,
we say that a monoid in M consists of an object A endowed with an associative
multiplication morphism µ : A ⊗ A → A and denote the category of monoids and
their homomorphisms Mon. If there is a morphism η : I → A that is a unit with
respect to the multiplication map µ, i.e., µ(η ⊗ IdA) = IdA = µ(IdA ⊗ η), then we
call (A, µ, η) a unital monoid. The category of unital monoids is denoted Mon∗.
In the dual case we distinguish similarly between comonoids and counital comonoids,
the categories of which are denoted Comon and Comon∗.
In this paper we often work in the category Ch of connective chain complexes
over a commutative ring R and of chain maps between them. Borrowing terminol-
ogy from stable homotopy theory, we call a chain complex C connective if there
is an integer N such that Cn = 0 for all n < N . The tensor product C ⊗ C
′ of
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connective chain complexes C and C′ satisfies
(C ⊗ C′)n =
⊕
l+m=n
Cl ⊗ C
′
m,
which is a finite sum for all n since C and C′ are connective. The differential d′′ on
C ⊗C′ is given by the usual Leibniz rule, i.e., d′′(c⊗ c′) = dc⊗ 1 + (−1)|c|c⊗ d′c′,
where |c| denotes the degree of c. The sign in the definition of d′′ is there to ensure
that d′′ ◦ d′′ = 0.
Another convention used consistently throughout this article is the Koszul sign
convention for commuting elements of a graded module or for commuting a mor-
phism of graded modules past an element of the source module. For example, if V
and W are graded algebras and v ⊗ w, v′ ⊗ w′ ∈ V ⊗W , then
(v ⊗ w) · (v′ ⊗ w′) = (−1)|w|·|v
′|vv′ ⊗ ww′.
Futhermore, if f : V → V ′ and g : W → W ′ are morphisms of graded modules,
then for all v ⊗ w ∈ V ⊗W ,
(f ⊗ g)(v ⊗ w) = (−1)|g|·|v|f(v)⊗ g(w).
The source of the Koszul sign convention is the definition of the twisting isomor-
phism
τ : V ⊗W −→W ⊗ V : v ⊗ w 7→ (−1)|v|·|w|w ⊗ v.
The sign in the definition of the twisting isomorphism is chosen so that τ is a chain
map if V and W are chain complexes.
To simplify presentation, all signs in this article are implicit, as they all follow
simply from applying the Koszul rule.
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2. Operads and their modules
In this section we first recall the category of symmetric sequences and review
its various monoidal structures. We then recall the definition of operads, which
are monoids with respect to one of the monoidal structures on the category of
symmetric sequences.
As a monoid, an operad has categories of left and right modules, as well as bi-
modules. We recall how left modules generalize algebras, and observe that right
modules generalize coalgebras. In the section 2.3 we discuss how co-rings, which
are bimodules with extra comonoidal structure, can be seen as generalizing mor-
phisms between (co)algebras. Modules over the associative operad A enjoy certain
special properties that are considered separately in section 2.4. In particular, an
A -bimodule is a cosimplicial object with cup-pairing in the sense of McClure and
Smith [22].
For a more thorough treatment of the various monoidal products of symmetric
sequences, and operads as monoids, we refer the reader to Fresse [5] and Rezk [25].
2.1. Monoidal products for symmetric sequences. Let (M,⊗, I) be a closed
symmetric monoidal category that is complete and cocomplete. In particular, M
has an initial object O that satisfies O ∐ A ∼= A ∐ O ∼= A for all objects A in M
(since A satisfies the relevant universal property) and O ⊗ A ∼= A ⊗ O ∼= O (since
⊗ commutes with colimits and O is the colimit of the empty diagram in M).
A symmetric sequence consists of a sequence X = {X (n) | n ≥ 0} of objects in
M, where each X (n) comes equipped with a right action of the symmetric group
Σn, that is, an anti-homomorphism Σn → AutM(X (n)). We call X (n) the nth
level of X . A morphism of symmetric sequences ϕ : X → Y is a sequence of
morphisms {ϕn : X (n) → Y (n) | n ≥ 0}, where ϕn is Σn-equivariant. Abusing
notation slightly, we denote the category of symmetric sequences and their mor-
phisms by MΣ, rather than M(Σ
op).
Definition 2.1. The level tensor product of two symmetric sequences X and Y
is defined level-wise, that is,
(X ⊗ Y )(n) = X (n)⊗ Y (n) (n ≥ 0)
with the diagonal action of Σn.
The following proposition is easily proved.
Proposition 2.2. Let C = {C (n)}n≥0 be the symmetric sequence with C (n) = I
and trivial Σn-action, for all n ≥ 0. Then (M
Σ,⊗,C ) is a closed symmetric
monoidal category, called the level monoidal structure on MΣ.
Remark 2.3. We use the symbol C for the unit since it happens to be the symmetric
sequence underlying the commutative operad.
A level monoid is a monoid with respect to the level tensor product. Thus X
is a level monoid if and only if each X (n) comes equipped with a Σn-equivariant
associative multiplication. A unital level monoid is a level monoid with unit η :
C → X . Dually, we have level comonoids and counital level comonoids.
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Let G be a discrete group. The forgetful functor MG →M from the category of
G-objects has a left adjoint, denoted (−)[G]. If X ∈ ObM, then X [G] :=
∐
g∈GXg,
whereXg is a copy ofX labelled by g ∈ G. We callX [G], equipped with the obvious
right G-action of permutation of summands, the free right G-object on X . Note
that there is an isomorphism X [G×H ] ∼= X [G]⊗X [H ], natural in X , G, and H .
Example 2.4. Define the symmetric sequence A by A (n) = I[Σn] for all n ≥ 1,
with A (0) = O. For n ≥ 1, the diagonal Σn → Σn × Σn determines a diagonal
I[Σn]→ I[Σn]⊗I[Σn] that is counital with respect to the augmentation I[Σn]→ I.
It follows that A is a counital level comonoid. Furthermore, if i + j = m, then
I[Σm] is a left (Σi × Σj)-module, considering Σi × Σj as a subgroup of Σm in the
obvious way.
Definition 2.5. Let X and Y be symmetric sequences. We define their graded
tensor product, denoted X ⊙ Y , by
(X ⊙ Y )(m) =
∐
i+j=m
(X (i)⊗ Y (j))⊗Σi×Σj I[Σm].
The proof of the following theorem is straightforward; see, for example, [15].
Proposition 2.6. Let U = {U (n)}, where U (0) = I, and U (n) = O if n >
0. Then (MΣ,⊙,U ) is a closed symmetric monoidal category, called the graded
monoidal structure on MΣ.
We call a symmetric sequence X with an associative multiplication µ : X ⊙
X → X a graded monoid. If furthermore µ is unital with respect to a given unit
ν : U → X , then we call (X , µ, ν) a unital graded monoid. Dually, we have graded
comonoids and counital graded comonoids.
Conventions 2.7. The symmetric group Σm acts on the left on Im,n via permutation
of entries, namely, σ · ~n := (nσ−1(1), . . . , nσ−1(m)) for ~n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Im,n. A
permutation σ ∈ Σm and an m-tuple ~n ∈ Im,n determine the block permutation
σ~n ∈ Σn.
Given a symmetric sequence X , we set X [~n] = X (n1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ X (nm). The
action of σ ∈ Σm on Im,n defines an isomorphism σˆ : X [~n]
∼=
−→ X [σ~n].
Remark 2.8. Let X be a symmetric sequence, and let m,n ∈ N. We have the
identity
X ⊙m(n) =
∐
m≥0
∐
~n∈Im,n
X [~n]⊗Σ~n I[Σn].
where Σ~n = Σn1×· · ·×Σnm . The symmetric group Σm acts on the left on X
⊙m(n)
by σˆ ⊗ σ−1~n : X [~n] ⊗ I[Σn] → X [σ~n] ⊗ I[Σn], while Σn acts on the right via
multiplication.
The category of symmetric sequences comes equipped with a third, non-symmetric,
monoidal product, ◦, called the composition product.
Definition 2.9. Let X and Y be symmetric sequences. The composition product
of X and Y , denoted X ◦ Y , is the symmetric sequence with
(X ◦ Y )(n) =
∐
m≥0
X (m)⊗Σm (Y
⊙m)(n)
for all n ∈ N.
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The following result is proved in [19, section II.1.8].
Proposition 2.10. Let J = {J (n)}, where J (1) = I and J (n) = O if n 6= 1.
Then (MΣ, ◦,J ) is a monoidal category.
We will call (MΣ, ◦,J ) the composition monoidal structure on MΣ. Composi-
tion monoids, or operads, are discussed in the next section.
From the definitions, we obtain a useful formula for iterated composition prod-
ucts in terms of the graded tensor product.
Proposition 2.11. Let X , Y and Z be symmetric sequences. Then for n ≥ 1,(
(X ◦ Y ) ◦Z
)
(n) ∼=
∐
k≤m≤n
(
X (k)⊗Σk Y
⊙k(m)
)
⊗Σm Z
⊙m(n)
as right Σn-objects.
The natural transformation of the next proposition, which is very easily proved,
plays an absolutely crucial role throughout this article.
Proposition 2.12. Let X , X ′, Y , and Y ′ be symmetric sequences. There is a
natural morphism of symmetric sequences
ι : (X ⊗X ′) ◦ (Y ⊗ Y ′)→ (X ◦ Y )⊗ (X ′ ◦ Y ′).
We call the morphism ι the intertwiner.
The following proposition seems to be implicit in the literature.
Proposition 2.13. Let X , Y , and Z be symmetric sequences. Let
ϕ~n : X (m)⊗ Y [~n]→ Z (n)
be a family of morphisms, for all ~n ∈ Im,n and for all m,n ≥ 0. Suppose the
diagrams
X (m)⊗ Y [~n]
1⊗σˆ //
σ⊗Id

X (m)⊗ Y [σ~n]
ϕσ~n

Z (n)
σ~n

X (m)⊗ Y [~n]
ϕ~n
// Z (n)
and
X (m)⊗ Y [~n]
ϕ~n //
1⊗τ1⊗···⊗τm

Z (n)
τ1⊕···⊕τm

X (m)⊗ Y [~n]
ϕ~n
// Z (n)
commute for all ~n ∈ In,m, σ ∈ Σm, and τj ∈ Σnj . Then the ϕ~n extend uniquely to
a morphism of symmetric sequences,
ϕ : X ◦ Y → Z .
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Proof. The Σn1 × · · · ×Σnm -equivariance means that for a fixed n, we may extend
ϕn :=
∐
~n∈Im,n
ϕ~n
to
ϕm,n : X (m)⊗ Y
⊙m(n)→ Z (n).
We may then pass to orbits because of Σm-equivariance. 
Corollary 2.14. Let k, m1, . . . ,mk be natural numbers, and for i = 1, . . . , k, let
~ni = (ni1, . . . , nimi) ∈ Imi,ni . Let n = n1 + · · ·+ nk. If a family of morphisms
W (k)⊗X (m1)⊗ · · · ⊗X (mk)⊗ Y [~n1]⊗ · · · ⊗ Y [~nk]→ Z (n)
is equivariant with respect to the actions of Σk, Σm1 × · · · ×Σmk , and Σn11 × · · · ×
Σnkmk , then the morphisms determine a unique morphism of symmetric sequences,
(W ◦X ) ◦ Y → Z .
2.2. Operads and their modules. An operad is a unital monoid in the category
of symmetric sequences, with respect to the composition product. The structure
morphism in the operad P,
γ : P ◦P → P
is called the composition product, while η : J → P is the unit.
A left P-module is a symmetric sequence M equipped with an associative, unital
structure morphism in MΣ,
λ : P ◦M → M .
A morphism of left P-modules is a morphism in MΣ that commutes with the
structure morphisms. We denote by PMod the category of left P-modules and
P-linear morphisms.
Recall that a P-algebra is an object A in M equipped with a sequence of struc-
ture morphisms ϕm : P(m) ⊗ A⊗m → A that are associative, equivariant, and
unital. A morphism of P-algebras is a morphism inM, f : A→ B, that commutes
with the structure morphisms of A and B. The category of P-algebras is denoted
P-Alg.
Example 2.15. Recall the symmetric sequence A defined in Example 2.4. As is well
known, the permutation of blocks composed with permutations within blocks de-
fines a composition product on A that make it into an operad, called the associative
operad. The A -(co)algebras are precisely the (co)monoids in (M,⊗, I).
We may form the associative operad in (MΣ,⊗,C ) to obtain the operad A⊗
whose (co)algebras are precisely the level (co)monoids. Explicitly, A⊗(n) is the
symmetric sequence C [Σn]. Similarly, forming the associative operad in (MΣ,⊙,U ),
we obtain the operad A⊙, whose (co)algebras are the graded (co)monoids.
There are at least two ways to embed P-algebras as left P-modules, which we
outline below.
Let c(A) be the constant symmetric sequence defined by c(A)(0) = O, c(A)(n) =
A for n ≥ 1, with trivial Σn-action for all n ≥ 0. Then c(A) is a left P-module.
Indeed, for ~n ∈ Im,n, we have c(A)[~n] = A
⊗m. Define ϕ~n as the composite
P(m)⊗ c(A)[~n] ∼= P(m)⊗A⊗m
ϕm
−−→ A = c(A)(n).
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One verifies readily that ϕ~n is equivariant with respect to the actions of Σm and
Σ~n. By Proposition 2.13, the family {ϕ~n}~n gives rise to a morphism of symmetric
sequences
P ◦ c(A)→ c(A).
Proposition 2.16. The functor c : P-Alg→ PMod is faithful but not necessarily
full.
Proof. The definition of c on objects is outlined above. If f : A→ B is a morphism
of P-algebras, then we set c(f)n = f : A → B. Clearly c commutes with the
composition of morphisms. The fact that c(f) is a morphism of left P-modules
follows directly from the fact that f is a morphism of P-algebras. Furthermore, if
c(f) = c(g), then evaluation at any level reveals that f = g, so c is faithful.
To see that c need not be full, suppose that M is additive, and consider any
P-algebra A. Then F : c(A)→ c(A), Fn = (−1)nIdA, n ≥ 0, is a morphism of left
P-modules that is not of the form c(g) for any g : A→ A. 
To a symmetric sequence X we associate an endofunctor X (−) : M → M,
defined for V ∈M by
X (V ) =
∐
m≥0
X (m)⊗Σm V
⊗m.
The functor X 7→ X (−) is strongly monoidal, that is, X (Y (V )) ∼= (X ◦ Y )(V )
for all V ∈ ObM. As a consequence, if P is an operad, then P(−) defines a
monad.
Let X ∈ ObM. Define z(X) to be the symmetric sequence with z(X)(0) = X
and z(X)(n) = O for n > 0. If f : X → Y is a morphism in M, set z(f)0 = f ,
while z(f)n is necessarily the identity on the initial object O for n > 0. Clearly
z defines a functor, M → MΣ. If F : z(X) → z(Y ) is a morphism of symmetric
sequences, then F0 : X → Y is a morphism in M, and Fn is the identity on O.
Thus F = z(F0) and so z is full. Furthermore, if f, g : X → Y and z(f) = z(g),
then z(f)0 = z(g)0, so f = g and z is faithful.
Proposition 2.17. The functor z restricts to define a full and faithful functor
z : P-Alg→ PMod.
Proof. The structure morphisms on A can be expressed as one morphism ϕ :
P(A) → A. It is an easy exercise to show that P ◦ z(A) ∼= z(P(A)). Therefore
z(A) is a left P-module, with structure morphism P ◦z(A) ∼= z(P(A))
z(ϕ)
−−−→ z(A).
Since the isomorphism P ◦ z(A) ∼= z(P(A)) is natural, z turns morphisms of P-
algebras into morphisms of left P-modules. The restriction of a faithful functor is
evidently faithful.
Suppose that F : z(A) → z(B) is a morphism of left P-modules. We need to
show that F0 : A→ B is a morphism of P-algebras. This follows from the diagram
expressing the fact that F is a morphism of left P-modules, in level zero. 
Propositions 2.16 and 2.17 show that left P-modules are a generalization of P-
algebras. In fact, one may consider left P-modules to be graded P-algebras, in
the sense that the structure morphisms define maps
P(n)⊗Σn M
⊙n → M .
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Remark 2.18. There exists a functor, u : MΣ → (MΣ)Σ, where u(X )n is the
symmetric sequence z(X (n)). The functor u is strongly monoidal with respect to
the composition product, and hence u(P) is an operad for any operad P. One
verifies that u(P)(X ) = P ◦X ; as a result, a left P-module is exactly a u(P)-
algebra.
A right P-module is a symmetric sequence N along with an associative, unital
structure morphism in MΣ,
ρ : N ◦P → N .
A morphism of right P-modules is a morphism in MΣ that commutes with the
structure morphisms. We denote by ModP the category of right P-modules and
P-linear morphisms.
Recall that a P-coalgebra is an object A ofM along with a sequence of structure
morphisms
θn : A⊗P(n)→ A
⊗n
that are associative, equivariant, and unital. The category of P-coalgebras and
morphisms respecting the structure maps is denoted P-Coalg.
Let Q be another operad. A (P,Q)-bimodule is a symmetric sequence M that
is simultaneously a left P-module and a right Q-module, in such a way that the
diagram
P ◦M ◦Q
Id◦ρ //
λ◦Id

P ◦M
λ

M ◦Q ρ
//M
commutes. A morphism of (P,Q)-bimodules is a morphism inMΣ that commutes
with both structure morphisms. We denote by PModQ the category of (P,Q)-
bimodules and their morphisms.
Let P be an operad in M. Recall that in MΣ, colimits are calculated level-
wise. Since M is assumed to be cocomplete, coequalizers exist in MΣ. Let M ∈
ObModP , N ∈ PMod. Define the symmetric sequence M ◦
P
N to be the
coequalizer
M ◦P ◦N
Id◦λ //
ρ◦Id
//M ◦N //M ◦P
N .
Composition over P behaves well with respect to actions of other operads.
Proposition 2.19. Let O and Q be operads. If M ∈ QModP and N ∈ PModO ,
then M ◦
P
N admits a natural (Q,O)-bimodule structure.
Observe that (PModP , ◦
P
,P) is a monoidal category.
Let A be an object of M. Define the free graded monoid on A to be the sym-
metric sequence T (A) with T (A)(n) = A⊗n and T (A)(0) = I, where Σn acts
by permuting factors. In fact, this construction defines a functor, T : M →MΣ,
where T (f)n = f⊗n for a given morphism f : X → Y .
Proposition 2.20. (1) The functor T :M→MΣ is faithful but not full.
(2) T takes values in AMod, and is full as a functor M→ AMod.
(3) Let P be an operad. An object A in M is a P-coalgebra if and only if
T (A) is an (A ,P)-bimodule.
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(4) A morphism f : A→ B is a morphism of P-coalgebras if and only if T (f)
is a morphism of (A ,P)-bimodules.
Thus T restricts to define a full and faithful functor P-Coalg→ AModP .
Proof. (1) Let f, g : X → Y be morphisms in M such that T (f) = T (g). Thus
T (f)1 = T (g)1, i.e., f = g. Thus T is faithful. To see that T is not full in
general, we suppose that M is additive. Let X ∈M, and set Fn = −(−1)
nIdX⊗n :
X⊗n → X⊗n. Thus F : T (X) → T (X) is a morphism of symmetric sequences,
but F 6= T (F1), since F1 = IdX .
(2) Let X ∈ ObM. For n,m ≥ 0 and for each partition (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Im,n,
there is a natural isomorphism X⊗n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗X⊗nm → X⊗n, where n = n1 + · · ·+
nm, that is Σn1 × · · · × Σnm-equivariant. These isomorphisms add up to define a
morphism A (m) ⊗Σm T (X)
⊙m(n) → T (X)(n). It is routine to verify that these
morphisms together form an associative, unital action A ◦ T (X) → T (X), such
that if f : X → Y is a morphism inM, then T (f) is a morphism of left A -modules.
Let F : T (X) → T (Y ) be a morphism of left A -modules. For all n ≥ 1, the
diagram
(T (X)(1))⊗n //
F⊗n1

T (X)(n)
Fn

(T (Y )(1))⊗n // T (Y )(n)
commutes, where the horizontal arrows come from the left A -module structure
morphisms; in this case, they are the identity morphisms. Thus Fn = F
⊗n
1 , so
F = T (F1), and T :M→ AMod is full.
(3) Suppose that T (A) is a right P-module with structure morphism
ρ : T (A) ◦P → T (A).
Recall that
(T (A) ◦P)(n) =
∐
0≤m≤n
A⊗m ⊗
Σm
P⊙m(n).
Let θn be the component of ρn with m = 1:
θn : A⊗P(n)→ A
⊗n.
Then θn inherits associativity, equivariance and unity from ρ, i.e., A is a P-
coalgebra.
Conversely, suppose that A is a P-coalgebra. The structure morphisms θn define
morphisms in M, for m ≥ 1, and ~n = (n1, . . . , nm),
A⊗m ⊗P[~n]
shuffle
−−−−→
m⊗
j=1
(A⊗P(nj))
θn1⊗···⊗θnm−−−−−−−−→ A⊗n,
where n = n1 + · · · + nm. These morphisms are equivariant with respect to the
actions of Σm and Σn1 × · · · × Σnm , and hence piece together to form a morphism
of left A -modules
T (A) ◦P → T (A)
that is associative and unital because of the corresponding properties of the θn, i.e.,
T (A) is a right P-module.
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(4) Suppose that f : A → B is a morphism of P-coalgebras. We have already
remarked that T (f) is a morphism of left A -modules. Let m,n ≥ 0, ~n ∈ Im,n. In
the diagram
A⊗m ⊗P[~n]
ρ //
permute **UUU
UU
UU
UU
UU
UU
UU
U
f⊗m⊗Id

A⊗n
f⊗n

A⊗P(n1)⊗ · · · ⊗A⊗P(nm)
(f⊗Id)⊗m

θ~n
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
B ⊗P(n1)⊗ · · · ⊗B ⊗P(nm)
θ~n
))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
S
B⊗m ⊗P[~n]
ρ
//
permute
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
B⊗n
the top and bottom cells commute by definition, the left cell commutes by naturality
of the permutation, and the right cell commutes because f is a morphism of P-
coalgebras. Therefore the outer diagram commutes, and so T (f) is a morphism of
right P-modules, i.e., T (f) is a morphism of (A ,P)-bimodules.
Finally, let F : T (A)→ T (B) be a morphism of (A ,P)-bimodules. Since F is
a morphism of left A -modules it is of the form F = T (f), where f = F1 : A→ B
in M. Since F is a morphism of right P-modules, the diagram
A⊗P(n)
ρ //
F1⊗Id

A⊗n
Fn

B ⊗P(n)
ρ
// B⊗n
commutes. Since F1 = f and Fn = f
⊗n, we have shown that f is a morphism of
P-coalgebras. 
Example 2.21. The template for bimodules is the homomorphism bimodule. Since
our symmetric monoidal category M is closed, it has an internal hom functor
F (X,−) that is right adjoint to −⊗X for all objects X ofM. For all X,Y ∈ ObM,
let evX : F (X,Y )⊗X → Y denote the adjoint of the identity F (X,Y )
=
−→ F (X,Y ).
For all X,X ′, Y, Y ′ ∈ ObM, let
t : F (X,Y )⊗ F (X ′, Y ′)→ F (X ⊗X ′, Y ⊗ Y ′)
denote the adjoint of the composite
F (X,Y )⊗F (X ′, Y ′)⊗X⊗X ′
∼=
−→ F (X,Y )⊗X⊗F (X ′, Y ′)⊗X ′
evX⊗evX′−−−−−−−→ Y ⊗Y ′.
Finally, for all X,Y, Z ∈ ObM, let c : F (Y, Z) ⊗ F (X,Y ) → F (X,Z) denote the
adjoint of the composite
F (Y, Z)⊗ F (X,Y )⊗X
Id⊗evX−−−−−→ F (Y, Z)⊗ Y
evY−−→ Z.
LetX,Y ∈ ObM. Recall that the endomorphism operad is defined by EndX(n) =
F (X⊗n, X). The composition product
EndX(n)⊗ EndX(m1)⊗ · · · ⊗ EndX(mn)→ EndX(m)
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is defined to be the composite
EndX(n)⊗ EndX(m1)⊗ · · · ⊗ EndX(mn)
Id⊗tn−1 // F (X⊗n, X)⊗ F (X⊗m, X⊗n)
c

F (X⊗m, X) = EndX(m).
Let HomX,Y (m) = F (X
⊗m, Y ) form ≥ 1. We set HomX,Y (0) = F (I, Y ). Define
a left EndY -module structure via the composite
EndY (n)⊗HomX,Y (m1)⊗ · · · ⊗HomX,Y (mn)
Id⊗tn−1 // F (Y ⊗n, Y )⊗ F (X⊗m, Y ⊗n)
p

HomX,Y (m).
Similarly, one defines a right EndX -module structure. Since precomposition com-
mutes with postcomposition, these two structures are compatible, so that HomX,Y
is an (EndY ,EndX)-bimodule.
Similarly, if we set CoHomX,Y (n) = F (X,Y
⊗n), CoEndX = CoHomX,X , and
CoEndY = CoHomY,Y , then CoHomX,Y is a (CoEndX ,CoEndY )-bimodule.
The proof of the following proposition works exactly as in the classical case of
modules over associative rings.
Proposition 2.22. Let θ : Q → Q′ and ϕ : P → P ′ be morphisms of operads.
Then θ and ϕ induce a functor
Q′ModP′ → QModP .
Example 2.23. Let P be an operad. A P-algebra structure on X is equivalent, via
adjunction, to a morphism of operads, P → EndX . Let Q be another operad, let
Y be a Q-algebra with structure morphism Q → EndY , and let M be a (Q,P)-
bimodule. By Proposition 2.22, HomX,Y is a (Q,P)-bimodule. A morphism of
(Q,P)-bimodules, M → HomX,Y , corresponds via adjunction to a sequence of
morphisms M (n) ⊗Σn X
⊗n → Y , or, equivalently, a morphism M (X) → Y . We
will see in section 2.3 how this idea allows us to generalize the notion of “algebra
morphism”.
For the next proposition, we remark that the intertwiner ι of Proposition 2.12
yields monoidal categories (Comon⊗, ◦,J ) and (Op,⊗,C ). Namely, if (X ,∆X )
and (Y ,∆Y ) are level comonoids, then the composite
X ◦ Y
∆X ◦∆Y−−−−−−→ (X ⊗X ) ◦ (Y ⊗ Y )
ι
−→ (X ◦ Y )⊗ (X ◦ Y )
defines a coassociative coproduct on X ◦ Y , thanks to the coassociativity of ∆X
and of ∆Y and to the naturality of the intertwiner. Furthermore, if εX : X → C
and εY : Y → C are counits, then
X ◦ Y
εX ◦εY−−−−−→ C ◦ C
γ
−→ C
is a counit for X ◦ Y , where γ is the composition multiplication of the operad
C . Furthermore, the isomorphism J ∼= J ⊗ J determines a level comonoid
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structure in J . Similarly, if P and Q are operads, then P ⊗Q is an operad with
composition product
(P ⊗Q) ◦ (P ⊗Q)
ι
−→ (P ◦P)⊗ (Q ◦Q)
γ⊗γ
−−−→ P ⊗Q
and unit J ∼= J ⊗J → P ⊗Q.
Recall that a Hopf operad is a counital comonoid P in the monoidal category
(Op,⊗,C ) or, equivalently, a unital monoid in (Comon⊗, ◦,J ).
Proposition 2.24. If P and Q are Hopf operads, then (PModQ,⊗,C ) is a
monoidal category.
Proof. By definition, the level diagonals on P andQ are morphisms of operads, and
so by Proposition 2.22 define a functor P⊗PModQ⊗Q → PModQ. Let PModQ×
PModQ → P⊗PModQ⊗Q be the functor defined on objects by (M ,N ) 7→
M ⊗N . The composite of the above two functors defines a monoidal product in
PModQ that is associative, since the level diagonals in P and Q are coassociative.
The counits in P and Q are morphisms of operads P → C and Q → C that
define a (P,Q)-bimodule structure in C . Let M ∈ PModQ. A diagram chase
using the counit condition shows that the natural isomorphisms M ⊗C
∼=
−→ M and
C ⊗M
∼=
−→ M are morphisms of (P,Q)-bimodules. 
Corollary 2.25. If P is a Hopf operad, then (PMod,⊗,C ) and (ModP ,⊗,C )
are monoidal categories.
Proof. One observes that J , the unit with respect to the composition product, is
a Hopf operad, PMod = PModJ , and ModP = JModP . 
2.3. P-co-rings and their applications. In this section we describe an operad-
theoretic way to de-couple the objects and morphisms in categories of (co)algebras
over an operad. Our method is to use morphisms relative to a P-co-ring R. This
simplifies the established technique of using coloured operads [18], and makes the
composition of morphisms an immediate consequence of structure of the co-ring.
Note that the constructions in this section work in any monoidal category with
coequalizers.
Recall first from Proposition 2.19 and its immediate consequences that (PModP , ◦
P
,P)
is a monoidal category.
Definition 2.26. Let P be an operad. A P-co-ring is a pair (R, ψ), where R is a
P-bimodule and ψ : R → R ◦
P
R is a coassociative morphism of P-bimodules. A
counital P-co-ring is a triple (R, ψ, ε), where (R, ψ) is aP co-ring, and ε : R → P
is a morphism of P-bimodules with respect to which ψ is counital.
A morphism of (counital) P-co-rings is a morphism of P-bimodules that com-
mutes with the structure morphisms. We denote by CoRingP the category of
P-co-rings, and by CoRingP,∗ the category of counital P-co-rings.
The “co-ring” terminology is in analogy to that used in ring theory; if R is an
associative, unital ring, then an R-co-ring is a comonoid in (RModR,⊗R, R). In
section 3, we construct a large family of co-rings.
Let P be an operad, and let (R, ψ) be a P-co-ring. We define a semicategory
(that is, a category without identity arrows), Mod(P,R), as follows. The objects
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are all right P-modules. We let
Mod(P,R)(M ,N ) =ModP(M ◦
P
R,N )
for right P-modules M and N . Let θ : L ◦
P
R → M and ϕ : M ◦
P
R → N be
morphisms. We define their composition by
L ◦
P
R
Id ◦
P
ψ
−−−−→ L ◦
P
R ◦
P
R
θ ◦
P
Id
−−−→ M ◦
P
R
ϕ
−→ N .
An elementary diagram chase using the fact that ψ : R → R ◦
P
R is coassociative
shows that the composition so defined is associative, and so Mod(P,R) is indeed a
semicategory.
Suppose that (R, ψ, ε) is a counital P-co-ring. Then ε is used to define the
identity morphisms needed to make Mod(P,R) into a full-fledged category. Indeed,
if M ∈ModP , then Id ◦
P
ε : M ◦
P
R → M ◦
P
P ∼= M is the identity morphism
of Mod(P,R)(M ,M ). The fact that it is neutral with respect to composition as
defined above follows from the fact that ψ is counital with respect to ε.
Note that a morphism of P-co-rings, Q → R, defines a functor Mod(P,R) →
Mod(P,Q). Note furthermore that P may be considered to be a counital P-co-
ring in the obvious manner, so that if (R, ψ, ε) is a counital P-co-ring, the counit
ε : R → P is a morphism of counital P-co-rings. Thus the counit defines a functor
ModP →Mod(P,R), where we have identified ModP and Mod(P,P).
Let (R, ψ) be a P-co-ring. We denote by (P,R)-Coalg the subsemicategory of
Mod(P,R), the objects of which are right P-modules of the form T (A) for A a
P-coalgebra. A morphism in (P,R)-Coalg is a morphism of (A ,P)-bimodules,
T (A) ◦
P
R → T (B).
We call (P,R)-Coalg the semicategory of P-coalgebras and R-governed mor-
phisms.
Similarly, we define the semicategory (P,R)Mod of left P-modules and R-
governed morphisms, that becomes a category with a functor PMod→ (P,R)Mod
if R is counital. We may furthermore define the full sub(semi)category (P,R)-Alg
of P-algebras and R-governed morphisms. A morphism in (P,R)-Alg is then a
morphism of left A -modules,
R ◦
P
c(A)→ c(B).
We define the composition of R-relative algebra morphisms similarly, as the com-
position
R ◦
P
c(A)→ R ◦
P
R ◦
P
c(A)→ R ◦
P
c(B)→ c(C).
We may define in an analogous manner the category of P-algebras and R-relative
morphisms for the z embedding (cf., Proposition 2.17).
Note that a P-co-ring R controls relative morphisms of both algebras and coal-
gebras, without dualization. This is one of the advantages of replacing duality by
chirality.
Recall the Kleisli category CT associated to a comonad T : C → C, [17]. The
objects of CT are the same as the objects of C, while the arrows are given by
CT (a, b) = C(Ta, b). We draw the following conclusions from the above discussion.
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Proposition 2.27. Let (R, ψ, ε) be a counital P-co-ring. The categoryMod(P,R)
is the Kleisli category associated to the comonad (− ◦
P
R,− ◦
P
ψ,− ◦
P
ε). The functor
T (−) exhibits (P,R)-Coalg as a subcategory.
Proposition 2.28. Let (R, ψ, ε) be a counital P-co-ring. The category (P,R)Mod
is the Kleisli category associated to the comonad (R ◦
P
−, ψ ◦
P
−, ε ◦
P
−). The functor
c(−) exhibits (P,R)-Alg as a full subcategory.
Finally, we address the issue of level monoidal structures on categories of mod-
ules.
Proposition 2.29. If P is a Hopf operad and R is a counital P-co-ring in
the category of level comonoids, then ((P,ψ)Mod,⊗,C ) and (Mod(P,ψ),⊗,C ) are
monoidal categories.
The proof is formal. The compatibility of the structure morphisms in R is
necessary to make the tensoring of morphisms compatible with composition.
2.4. Modules over the associative operad. In this section, we discuss the
cosimplicial structures that arise in A -bimodules, generalizing the notion of “op-
erad with multiplication” to A -bimodules “with central morphism”.
Recall that A is the reduced associative operad, with A (n) = I[Σn] if n > 0 and
A (0) = O. Due to the lack of a unit operation, when we write “cosimplicial”, we
really mean “precosimplicial”, since we are missing the necessary codegeneracies.
Gerstenhaber and Voronov [6] noted that an operad with multiplication O defines
a cosimplicial object O•; see also McClure and Smith [22, Definition 3.1]. The
coface morphisms arise as a result of the A -bimodule structure induced from a
given morphism of operads A → O. The only part of the “pure” operad structure
in O that one needs in order to define the cosimplicial structure is the unit, J → O,
which we replace with the following notion.
Let M be an A -bimodule. We will call a morphism v : I → M (1) central if the
following diagram commutes.
A (2)
∼= //
∼=

A (2)⊗ I ⊗ I
1⊗v⊗v // A (2)⊗M (1)⊗M (1)
λ

I ⊗A (2)
v⊗Id
//M (1)⊗A (2)
ρ
//M (2)
The terminology comes from a classical analogy: if M is a bimodule over a ring R,
then x ∈M is central if r · x = x · r for all r ∈ R.
Proposition 2.30. Let M be an A -bimodule. Any choice of central morphism
v : I → M (1) determines a cosimplicial structure on M .
Proof. Define the cosimplicial object M • as follows. Set M n = M (n). The coface
operators di will be defined by the right A -module structure for 0 < i < n, and by
the left A -module structure and the central morphism I → M (1) for i = 0, n+ 1.
Let uq : I → I[Σq] be the inclusion of the summand labelled by 1 ∈ Σq, for
q = 1, 2. For 0 < i < n+ 1, the coface operator di : M (n)→ M (n+ 1) is defined
to be the composite
M (n) ∼= M (n)⊗ I⊗n → M (n)⊗A (1)⊗(i−1) ⊗A (2)⊗A (1)⊗(n−i)
ρ
−→ M (n+ 1).
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where the first arrow is 1⊗ u
⊗(i−1)
1 ⊗ u2 ⊗ u
⊗(n−i)
1 .
Define d0 to be the composite
M (n) ∼= I ⊗ I ⊗M (n)
u2⊗v⊗Id−−−−−−→ A (2)⊗M (1)⊗M (n)
λ
−→ M (n+ 1)
and dn+1 to be the composite
M (n) ∼= I ⊗M (n)⊗ I
u2⊗Id⊗v−−−−−−→ A (2)⊗M (n)⊗M (1)
λ
−→ M (n+ 1).
The identity didj = djdi−1 for n + 2 > i > j > 0 follows from the associativity of
the right A -action. For i = n + 2 and j = 0, it follows from the associativity of
the left A -action. For i = n+ 2 and j = n+ 1 or i = 1 and j = 0, it follows from
the compatibility of the left and right actions and the diagram defining a central
morphism. The remaining cases follow from the compatibility of the left and right
actions. 
Remark 2.31. Kapranov and Manin [16, 1.3.6 and 1.3.8] have also defined an “aug-
mented simplicial” structure in any right A -module.
Let X , Y and Z be (pre)cosimplicial objects in M.
Definition 2.32. [22] A cup-pairing φ : (X•, Y •)→ Z• is a family of morphisms
φp,q : X
p ⊗ Y q → Zp+q
satisfying
(1) diφp,q =
{
φp+1,q(d
i ⊗ IdY ) if i ≤ p
φp,q+1(IdX ⊗ d
i−p) if i > p
(2) φp+1,q(d
p+1 ⊗ IdY ) = φp,q+1(IdX ⊗ d
0).
Evidently, a cup-pairing is a family of maps that yields a pairing on the level of
associated total objects.
Proposition 2.33. Let M be an A -bimodule with central morphism. Then the
graded multiplication in M defines a natural cup-pairing in M •.
Proof. We define φp,q : M (p) ⊗ M (q) → M (p + q) by restricting the graded
multiplication in M . Then condition (1) is satisfied by the compatibility of the left
and right operad actions, and for d0 and dp+q+1, the associativity of the graded
multiplication. Similarly, condition (2) follows by associativity. 
Example 2.34. Let C be a coaugmented coalgebra over the commutative ring R. By
Proposition 2.20, T (C) is an A -bimodule. The coaugmentation R→ C induces a
unit R→ T (C)(1). If one checks the definitions, one finds that the cosimplicial R-
module T (C)• is just the cosimplicial cobar construction on C, and Tot(T (C)•) ∼=
ΩC.
3. Operadic spectroscopy
For the remainder of this article, we work in Ch, the closed, symmetric monoidal
category of connective chain complexes over a commutative ring R, where the tensor
product of chain complexes over R is denoted simply by ⊗. Denote by Comon⊗
the category of level comonoids and of morphisms of symmetric sequences that
respect the level coproduct. Let A be the associative operad. The purpose of this
section is to construct the diffracting functor
Φ(−) : Comon⊗ → CoRingA .
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In the following sections we apply the diffracting functor to proving the existence
of structured maps between bar constructions or between cobar constructions.
3.1. The diffracting functor. The following conventions concerning the associa-
tive operad hold throughout the rest of this article.
Conventions 3.1. Let A be the associative operad of chain complexes. Let δ(n) ∈
A (n) be the unit of R[Σn] for all n ≥ 1. We let δ = δ(2). Note that
γ
(
δ ⊗ (δ(m), δ(n))
)
= δ(m+n)
for all m,n ≥ 1, where γ : A ◦ A → A is the composition multiplication on the
operad A .
Let ~n ∈ Im,n. We set δ
(~n) = δ(n1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ(nm).
The A -bimodule underlying the diffraction of a level comonoid X is a free A -
bimodule generated by an appropriate suspension of X . The symmetric sequence
that suspends by tensoring is defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. For n ≥ 1, let S (n) = R{sn−1}, the free graded R-module
generated by an element sn−1 of degree n−1, equipped with the sign representation
of Σn. Let S (0) = 0. We set
A ⊥(n) = S (n)⊗A ♯(n),
where A ♯(n) is the linear dual of A (n) for n ≥ 0.
Let αn = sn−1 ⊗ 1 ∈ S ⊗A ♯(n), where 1 is the unit of the ring A ♯(n).
The following proposition was proved in a simplicial version by Bauer, Johnson
and Morava in [1], based on an idea of Arone. In its chain complex guise, the proof
is quite simple and left to the reader. It appears as well in [19] and in [7].
Proposition 3.3. The symmetric sequence S is an operad and a cooperad.
Conventions 3.4. Given m ≥ 1, let ~n = (n1, . . . , nm) ∈ Im,n. We write α~n for the
product αn1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αnm .
We use the following lemma in defining one part of the differential on Φ(X ).
Lemma 3.5. Let (X ,∆) be a level comonoid. Then (S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥ is naturally
a graded comonoid.
Proof. For x ∈ X (m), let ∆(x) =
∑
ℓ xℓ⊗x
ℓ, and write sm−1x rather than sm−1⊗x
for the corresponding element of (S ⊗X )(m). The desired diagonal ∆˜ on (S ⊗
X ) ◦A ⊥ is the Σn-equivariant morphism defined by the formula
∆˜(sm−1x⊗ α~n) =
∑
~ı+~=~n
∑
ℓ
(sm−1xℓ ⊗ α~ı)⊗
(
sm−1x
ℓ ⊗ α~
)
for ~n ∈ Im,n, with implicit signs given by the Koszul rule. Note that the diagonal
commutes with differentials since the diagonal in X does so. Furthermore, since
morphisms of level comonoids commute with iterated diagonals, the construction
is natural. 
Let X be a level comonoid. Let VX = (S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥. Since VX is a graded
comonoid by Lemma 3.5, it is an A⊙-coalgebra. Thus T⊙VX is a A⊙-bimodule.
The zero morphism U → (T⊙VX )(1) is central, and determines the structure
of cosimplicial chain complex with cup-pairing on T⊙VX . The associated chain
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complex is A ◦ VX as a symmetric sequence of graded modules. The differential
∂c is the sum of the internal differential induced from the differential d on X and
the cobar differential from the diagonal in VX . More explicitly, for all x ∈ X (m)
with ∆(x) =
∑
ℓ xℓ ⊗ x
ℓ and for all ~n ∈ Im,n,
∂c(sm−1x⊗ α~n) = sm−1dx⊗ α~n +
∑
~ı+~=~n
∑
ℓ
δ ⊗
(
(sm−1xℓ ⊗ α~ı)⊗ (sm−1xℓ ⊗ α~)
)
,
with implicit signs determined by the Koszul rule.
Definition 3.6. Let X be a level comonoid of chain complexes. The cobar con-
struction on X is the left A -module (A ◦ VX , ∂c) constructed above.
Now we define a presimplicial structure on A ⊥ ◦A (n), for each n, which gives
rise to another piece of the differential of Φ(X ) . Recall that
(A ⊥ ◦A )(n) =
⊕
m≥0
A ⊥(m)⊗Σm A
⊙m(n).
For all m ≥ 0, let (
A ⊥ ◦A (n)
)
m
= A ⊥(m)⊗Σm A
⊙m(n).
For all m ≥ 1 and and all 0 ≤ i ≤ m, define face maps
di :
(
A ⊥ ◦A (n)
)
m
→
(
A ⊥ ◦A (n)
)
m−1
by di(αm ⊗ δ
(~n)) = αm−1 ⊗ δ
(~n(i)), where ~n(i) ∈ Im−1,n is given by
~n(i) =


∅ if i = 0,
(n1, . . . , ni + ni+1, . . . , nm) if 1 ≤ i < m,
∅ if i = m.
where δ(∅) = 1 ∈ R. The resulting morphisms are Σn-equivariant.
Remark 3.7. The chain complex associated to A ⊥ ◦ A is precisely the one-sided
Koszul resolution of A . Indeed, consider the cooperad structure morphism
A ⊥(m)→ A ⊥(m− 1)⊗ (A ⊥)⊙(m−1)(m).
Since the difference between (A ⊥)⊙(m−1)(m) and A ⊙(m−1)(m) is a single suspen-
sion, desuspension defines a morphism of degree −1, A ⊥(m) → A ⊥(m − 1) ⊗
A ⊙(m−1)(m), that extends linearly to define a differential of right A -modules on
A ⊥ ◦A , which is precisely the one defined above. In fact, the simplicial structure
outlined above is just the simplicial bar resolution of the monoid N.
The levelwise differential on A ⊥◦A resulting from the presimplicial structure on
each (A ⊥◦A )(n) extends to define a differential of A -bimodules ∂s on A ◦VX ◦A .
A straightforward calculation establishes the following proposition.
Proposition 3.8. The cosimplicial and simplicial differentials together define a
differential ∂ = ∂c + ∂s on A ◦ VX ◦A .
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Remark 3.9. The formula for the full differential ∂, modulo signs, is
∂(sm−1x⊗ α~n) =sm−1dx⊗ α~n
+
∑
~ı+~=~n
∑
ℓ
δ ⊗
(
(sm−1xℓ ⊗ α~ı)⊗
(
sm−1x
ℓ ⊗ α~
) )
+
n−1∑
j=1
sm−1x⊗ α~n−~ej ⊗ (1
⊗(j−1) ⊗ δ ⊗ 1⊗(n−j))
where x ∈ X (m), ∆(x) =
∑
xℓ⊗x
ℓ, and ~ej is the unit vector that indicates which
subinterval of the partition ~n contains j. More precisely, let r satisfy n1 + · · · +
nr−1+1 ≤ j ≤ n1+ · · ·+nr. Then ~ej is the m-tuple with zeros everywhere except
for a 1 in the rth position. The signs are determined by the Koszul convention and
the usual rules for differentials coming from simplicial face maps.
Definition 3.10. The diffracting functor
Φ : Comon⊗ → AModA
is defined on objects by Φ(X ) = (A ◦ VX ◦A , ∂). If ϕ : X → Y is a morphism
of level comonoids, then Φ(ϕ) = IdA ◦ (IdS ⊗ ϕ) ◦ IdA⊥ ◦ IdA .
The following proposition states that Φ(X ) admits a natural A -co-ring struc-
ture.
Proposition 3.11. For all level comonoids X , the A -bimodule Φ(X ) admits a
natural coassociative coproduct ψX ∈ AModA
(
Φ(X ),Φ(X ) ◦
A
Φ(X )
)
.
Proof. For r,m ≥ 0, let ~m ∈ Ir,m. Suppose that ~mi = (m
1
i , . . . ,m
ℓ
i) ∈ Iℓ,mi for
some ℓ ≥ 1 and for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. For 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, set
~mj = (mj1, . . . ,m
j
r) ∈ Ir,mj ,
where mj =
∑r
i=1m
j
i . Note that
∑ℓ
j=1m
j = m. Let x ∈ X (r), and denote by
∆(ℓ)x =
∑
x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xℓ the iterated diagonal. Suppose that ~ℓ ∈ Ir,ℓ. We define
ψ~ℓ,(~mi)(sr−1x⊗ α~m)
= (sr−1x0 ⊗ α~ℓ)⊗
(
(sr−1x1 ⊗ α~m1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (sr−1xℓ ⊗ α~mℓ)
)
,
with implicit signs arising from application of the Koszul rule. The map ψ~ℓ,(~mi) is of
degree zero because
∑ℓ
j=1m
j = m. These morphisms have the proper equivariance
properties to give rise for all m to a morphism(
(S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥
)
(m)
ψm
−−→
∏
ℓ≥0
(
(S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥
)
(ℓ)⊗Σℓ
(
(S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥
)⊙ℓ
(m),
which we gather into ψX : VX → VX ◦VX . The image falls in the direct sum since
the symmetric sequences vanish in level zero. The composite
VX
ψ
−→ VX ◦ VX
∼=
−→ J ◦ VX ◦J ◦ VX ◦J
η◦Id◦η◦Id◦η
−−−−−−−−→ A ◦ VX ◦A ◦ VX ◦A
we also denote by ψX , likewise for the extension of ψX to the A -bilinear morphism
A ◦ VX ◦A → A ◦ VX ◦A ◦
A
A ◦ VX ◦A .
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The diagonal ψX so defined commutes with the internal differential by inspection,
with the simplicial differential by direct calculation, and with the cosimplicial dif-
ferential because ∆ is coassociative. Furthermore, the coassociativity of ψX follows
from that of the level coproduct on X . 
Corollary 3.12. The diffracting functor Φ corestricts to a functor
Φ : Comon⊗ −→ CoRingA .
3.2. The generalized Milgram map. The diffraction of a level comonoid admits
a diagonal, via the generalized Milgram map that we define below. It is analogous
to the Milgram equivalence of cobar constructions, q : Ω(A⊗B)
≃
−→ Ω(A) ⊗ Ω(B),
defined in [23].
Let X and Y be level comonoids. Then X ⊗ Y is again a level comonoid,
as remarked in section 2.2 . Let ℓ ≥ 1, m ≥ 0, and suppose that ~m ∈ Iℓ,m. If
x ∈ X (ℓ) and y ∈ Y (ℓ), then sℓ−1(x ⊗ y) ⊗ α~m ∈ Φ(X ⊗ Y )(m). For n ≥ 1,
we abuse notation slightly and write ∆(n−1)y =
∑
y0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn−1 for the iterated
diagonal of y. We define
q(sℓ−1(x⊗y)⊗α~m) =
∑
(sℓ−1x⊗α~n⊗ δ
(~r))⊗ (δ(n)⊗sℓ−1y0⊗· · ·⊗sℓ−1yn−1⊗α~r)
where the sum is over all n ≥ 1, ~n ∈ Iℓ,n, and ~r ∈ In,m, and signs are given implicitly
via the usual Koszul convention. We use the notation δ(~r) = δ(r1)⊗· · ·⊗δ(rn). Note
that q is constructed via simplicial and cosimplicial operators. A straightforward,
yet quite lengthy, calculation shows that q commutes with the underlying face and
coface maps of Φ(X ⊗ Y ) and ΦX ⊗ ΦY . It follows that q is a morphism in
AModA .
Since the construction of q is clearly natural in both X and Y , we can formulate
the following definition.
Definition 3.13. The generalized Milgram map is the natural transformation
q : Φ(−⊗−)→ Φ(−)⊗ Φ(−)
of functors
Comon⊗ ×Comon⊗ → AModA .
Let (X ,∆) be a level comonoid. If ∆ is a morphism of level comonoids, then
we define a diagonal on ΦX to be the composite
Φ(X )
Φ∆
−−→ Φ(X ⊗X )
q
−→ Φ(X )⊗ Φ(X ).
To determine whether or not this diagonal is coassociative requires a greater un-
derstanding of the kernel of q than exists at the time of writing.
4. Duality theorems
In this section, we present the Cobar and Bar Duality Theorems. These theorems
exploit the diffracting functor defined in the previous section to recognize additional
comultiplicative structure in an algebra morphism ΩC → ΩC′ and multiplicative
structure in a coalgebra morphism BA→ BA′ of bar constructions.
The Cobar and Bar Duality Theorems can be seen as a generalization of the work
of Gugenheim and Munkholm [8]. Recall from section 2.1 the symmetric sequence
J , which is the unit with respect to the composition product. It is trivially an
operad, whose coalgebras are all chain complexes. A chain algebra is thus a monoid
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in the category of J -coalgebras. Let C and C′ be connected chain coalgebras and
let Ω(−) be the cobar functor. Gugenheim and Munkholm showed that a chain
algebra morphism ΩC → ΩC′ is equivalent to a strongly homotopy-comultiplicative
map C → C′. The Cobar Duality Theorem implies that ΩC → ΩC′ is a morphism
of monoids in the category of J -coalgebras if and only if C → C′ is a Φ(J )-
governed morphism. As we shall see in section 5, a Φ(J )-governed morphism is
precisely a strongly homotopy-comultiplicative map.
4.1. Interaction between level monoids and comonoids. In order to state
the duality theorems, we need to introduce some terminology. The terminology
involves morphisms of the form
M ⊗X → N
where X is a level comonoid while M and N are both either level monoids or
level comonoids. The classical case that serves as our template is the following.
Definition 4.1. Let (A, µA) and (B, µB) be monoids in M, and let (C,∆C) be a
comonoid. We call a morphism ϕ : A⊗ C → B multiplicative if the diagram
A⊗A⊗ C
µA⊗1 //
1⊗∆C

A⊗ C
ϕ

A⊗A⊗ C ⊗ C
1⊗τ⊗1

A⊗ C ⊗A⊗ C
ϕ⊗ϕ
// B ⊗B µB
// B
commutes.
The following lemma provides a way of constructing multiplicative morphisms.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be an object in M, and let B and C be a monoid and a
comonoid, respectively. Let A (X) be the free A -algebra on X. Then a morphism
ϕˆ : X ⊗ C → B extends to a unique multiplicative morphism ϕ : A (X)⊗ C → B.
Proof. Let ∆(n−1) : C → C⊗n and µ(n−1) : B⊗n → B denote the iterated coproduct
on C and the iterated product on A, respectively. Recall that A (X) =
⊕
n≥1X
⊗n.
Define the restriction of ϕ to X⊗n ⊗ C to be given by the following composite.
X⊗n ⊗ C
Id⊗∆(n−1)
−−−−−−−→ X⊗n ⊗ C⊗n
shuffle
−−−−→ (X ⊗ C)⊗n
ϕˆ
−→ B⊗n
µ(n−1)
−−−−→ B
Note that both the coassociativity of ∆ and the associativity of µ are crucial in this
definition. 
Let (X ,∆X ) be a level comonoid. Let θ : M ⊗ X → N be a morphism of
symmetric sequences.
Suppose that M and N are level monoids with multiplications µM and µN ,
respectively. We say that θ is multiplicative if the diagram
M⊗2 ◦X
µM◦Id

Id◦∆X //M⊗2 ◦X ⊗2
ι // (M ◦X )⊗2
θ⊗2 // N ⊗2
µN

M ◦X
θ // N
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commutes.
The next lemma provides a process for creating level monoids.
Lemma 4.3. The free graded monoid on a monoid inM is naturally a level monoid
in MΣ, i.e., T restricts to a functor
T :Mon(M) −→Mon⊗.
Proof. If A is a monoid in M, then so too is A⊗n = T (A)(n) for any n ≥ 1. 
The two notions of “multiplicative” above are connected by the following lemma
that we shall need for the Cobar Duality Theorem.
Lemma 4.4. Let A and B be monoids in M, and let X be a level comonoid. For
m ≥ 1, suppose that θm : A ⊗X (m) → B⊗m is a multiplicative morphism that is
Σm-equivariant with respect to the right action on X (m) and the right permutation
action on B⊗m. Then the sequence {θm} defines a multiplicative morphism of
symmetric sequences θ : T (A) ◦X → T (B).
Proof. The sequence {θm} defines a morphism of symmetric sequences by Propo-
sition 2.13. The morphism is multiplicative since each θm is. 
4.2. Cobar duality. We state and prove in this section the first of the two impor-
tant duality results that justify our study of the diffracting functor. Before doing
so, we first recall the cobar construction as it applies to noncounital coalgebras,
then introduce a bit of helpful notation.
Recall that we have defined the associative operad A so that A (0) = 0. As a
result, A -(co)algebras are non(co)unital. An A -coalgebra consists therefore of a
chain complex C together with a coassociative chain map ∆ : C → C ⊗ C.
Recall further that Ch denotes the category of connective (i.e., bounded-below)
chain complexes over a commutative ring, endowed with the usual graded tensor
product.
The next definition generalizes slightly the usual definition of the cobar construc-
tion.
Definition 4.5. The cobar construction is the functor Ω : A -Coalg → A -Alg
defined as follows. For all C ∈ ObA -Coalg, the graded A -algebra underlying
ΩC is A (s−1C), i.e.,
⊕
n≥1
(
s−1C
)⊗n
, where s−1C is the desuspension of C, i.e.,
(s−1C)n = Cn+1. The differential dΩ on ΩC is the derivation specified by
dΩs
−1 = −s−1d+ (s−1 ⊗ s−1)∆ : C → A (s−1C),
where d and ∆ are the differential and coproduct of C.
Remark 4.6. Observe that C∗⋆ ∼= R, where ⋆ is the simplicial one-point set. The
normalized chain coalgebra C∗K on any simplicial set K admits a counit, given
by the chain map C∗K → C∗⋆ induced by the unique simplicial map K → ⋆. If
K is a pointed simplicial set, i.e., K has a distinguished 0-simplex, then C∗K is
coaugmented by the chain map C∗⋆→ C∗K induced by the simplicial map ⋆→ K
picking out the basepoint. Thus, ifK is a pointed simplicial set, then the short exact
sequence 0→ C∗⋆→ C∗K → C∗K → 0 of chain coalgebras splits, and we can write
C∗K ∼= R⊕C∗K, as chain coalgebras. Furthermore, any easy computation leads to
the conclusion that ΩR is acyclic, so that the projection map ΩR⊗ΩC → ΩC is a
quasi-isomorphism. Since the Milgram map Ω(R⊕C)→ ΩR⊗ΩC is also a quasi-
isomorphism (cf., Appendix in [12]), we conclude that the composite ΩC → ΩC is a
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quasi-isomorphism. In other words, we can keep or throw away the counit without
changing the homology of the cobar construction.
We next introduce an important class of morphisms of symmetric sequences,
which we need in expressing our duality theorem for the cobar construction. Let
A,B ∈ ObM, X ,Y ∈ ObMΣ. Let
Θ = {θ~n : A⊗X (m)⊗ Y [~n]→ B
⊗n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗B⊗nm}
be a family of equivariant maps in M, with m ≥ 1 and ~n = (n1, . . . , nm).
We define morphisms in M,
θ ~n1,··· , ~nk : T (A)(k) ⊗ ((X (m1)⊗ Y [~n1])⊗ · · · ⊗ (X (mk)⊗ Y [~nk]))→ T (B)(n)
by
A⊗k ⊗kj=1 (X (mj)⊗ Y [~nj ])
shuffle // ⊗kj=1 (A⊗X (mj)⊗ Y [~nj ])
⊗jθ~nj

⊗kj=1
(
B⊗nj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗B⊗njmj
)
transpose

⊗mi=1 (B
⊗n1i ⊗ · · · ⊗B⊗nki)
where m = max(m1, . . . ,mk), nji = 0 if i > mj , and B
⊗0 = I.
Proposition 4.7. The morphisms θ ~n1,··· , ~nk are equivariant with respect to the ac-
tions of Σk, Σm1 × · · · ×Σmk , and Σn11 × · · · ×Σnkmk , and so determine a unique
morphism of symmetric sequences,
θ : T (A) ◦ (X ◦ Y )→ T (B).
Definition 4.8. We will call the morphism θ of Proposition 4.7 the transposed
tensor morphism of symmetric sequences induced by Θ.
Let X be a level comonoid, and let C and C′ be chain coalgebras. In a slight
variation on this terminology, a morphism of right A -modules θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X )→
T (C′) is called a transposed tensor morphism of right A -modules if its restriction
θ : T (C)◦ (S ⊗X )◦A ⊥ → T (C′) is a transposed tensor morphism of symmetric
sequences of graded R-modules.
We record here for future use a helpful result on sums of transposed tensor maps.
Proposition 4.9. Let C,C′, C′′ be objects in A -Coalg, and let X be a level
comonoid. Let θ′ : T (C′) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C) and θ′′ : T (C′′) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C) be
transposed tensor morphisms of right A -modules. Then there is a unique transposed
tensor morphisms of right A -modules θ : T (C′⊕C′′) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C) restricting
to θ′ and θ′′.
Proof. The transposed tensor morphisms θ′ and θ′′ are determined by families of
equivariant morphisms in M
Θ′ = {θ′~n : C
′ ⊗ (S ⊗X )(m)⊗A ⊥[~n]→ C⊗n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C⊗nm}m,~n
and
Θ′′ = {θ′′~n : C
′′ ⊗ (S ⊗X )(m)⊗A ⊥[~n]→ C⊗n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C⊗nm}m,~n.
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These in turn give rise to a family of equivariant morphisms
Θ = {θ~n : (C
′ ⊕ C′′)⊗ (S ⊗X )(m)⊗A ⊥[~n]→ C⊗n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C⊗nm}m,~n,
since the monoidal product in M preserves coproducts. The family Θ determines
the desired transposed tensor morphism. 
Let ChΣmult(Y ◦X ,Z ) denote the set of multiplicative morphisms of symmetric
sequences, where X is a level comonoid, and Y and Z are level monoids. Let
ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
denote the set of transposed tensor morphisms of
right A -modules from T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) to T (C′), where X is a level comonoid, and
C and C′ are chain coalgebras.
Recall that if C is a category and D is a small category, then CD denotes the
category of functors from D to C and of natural transformations between them.
Cobar Duality Theorem. Let D be any small category. There are mutually
inverse, natural isomorphisms
Ind :ModttA
(
T (−) ◦
A
Φ(−),T (−)
)
−→ ChΣmult
(
T (Ω−) ◦ −,T (Ω−)
)
and
Lin : ChΣmult
(
T (Ω−) ◦ −,T (Ω−)
)
−→ModttA
(
T (−) ◦
A
Φ(−),T (−)
)
of functors from (A -Coalg)D ×Comon⊗ × (A -Coalg)D to Set
D.
The natural isomorphism Lin is called linearization, as it transforms a family of
maps between cobar constructions to a family of maps between their generators.
Its inverse, Ind, is called induction, since it creates a family of maps between cobar
constructions that is induced from a family of maps between their generators.
Proof. We first construct the induction transformation. Let F,G ∈ Ob(A -Coalg)D,
and let X ∈ ObComon⊗.
Fix m ≥ 1 and let ~n = (n1, . . . , nm) be an m-tuple of natural numbers. As usual,
n = n1 + · · · + nm. For brevity, as in section 3, we use the notation α~n = αn1 ⊗
· · · ⊗ αnm for elements of A
⊥[~n]. Let η~n : X (m)→ (S (m)⊗X (m)) ⊗Σm A
⊥[~n]
be the map of degree n− 1 defined by η~n(x) = sm−1x⊗ α~n.
Let θ ∈ModttA
(
T (F ) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (G)
)
. Define θ⊥~n : s
−1F ⊗X (m)→ (ΩG)⊗m
to be the composite
s−1F ⊗X (m)
s⊗η~n // F ⊗ (S (m)⊗X (m))⊗Σm A
⊥[~n]
θ~n

G⊗n
(s−1)⊗n

(s−1G)⊗n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (s−1G)⊗nm
ι~n

(ΩG)⊗m,
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where ι~n is the obvious factor-by-factor inclusion. Notice that θ
⊥
~n is homogeneous
of degree 0. Let
θ⊥m =
∑
~n
θ⊥~n : s
−1F ⊗X (m)→ (ΩG)⊗m.
Denote by ∆(n−1) : X → X ⊗n the iterated diagonal in X . Denote by A (−) the
free A -algebra functor, as usual. Extend θ⊥m multiplicatively to A (s
−1F )⊗X (m),
as explained in the previous section.
(s−1F )⊗n ⊗X (m)
1⊗∆(n−1)//
**
(s−1F )⊗n ⊗X (m)⊗n
shuffle // (s−1F ⊗X (m))⊗n
(θ⊥m)
⊗n

[(ΩG)⊗m]⊗n
µ
(n−1)
(ΩG)⊗m

(ΩG)⊗m
Observer that the iterated multiplication map µ
(n−1)
(ΩG)⊗m performs a transposition
on the factors being multiplied before multiplying them, whence the importance of
our starting morphism θ being a transposed tensor morphism.
We note that θ⊥m is Σm-equivariant because θm : F ⊗ X (m) → G
⊗m is. Let
A = A (s−1F ). We construct a family of morphisms θ⊥~m : A
⊗n⊗X [~m]→ (ΩG)⊗m,
which are the composites
A⊗n ⊗X [~m]
shuffle
−−−−→
m⊗
i=1
A⊗X (mi)
⊗iθ
⊥
mi−−−−→ (ΩG)⊗m.
Each morphism θ⊥~m is Σn-equivariant and Σm1 × · · · × Σmn -equivariant, hence the
family determines a morphism of symmetric sequences
Ind(θ) : T (A) ◦X → T (ΩG).
By Lemma 4.4, the morphism Ind(θ) is multiplicative, since each θ⊥m is. It remains
to show that each Ind(θ)(n) commutes with the differentials. It suffices to check
this on s−1F ⊗X (m), since T (A (F )) is a free left A -module and A (F ) is a free
A -algebra.
We may suppose that the differentials in F , X (m), and G vanish, since the
morphism Ind(θ) takes into account all the internal differentials. Since θ is a trans-
posed tensor morphism and Ind θ is multiplicative, the composite (Ind θ)∂ΩF is
determined by its “linear part,” which is the desuspension of θ∂c. On the other
hand, the composite ∂ΩG(Ind θ) is determined by θ∂s because θ is a morphism of
right A -modules. It therefore follows from the equality θ(∂c + ∂s) = 0 that Ind θ is
a chain map.
Next, we define Lin, the linearization transformation. Let θ ∈ ChΣmult
(
T (ΩF ) ◦
X ,T (ΩG)
)
. Fix m,n ≥ 1 and ~n = (n1, · · ·nm) ∈ Im,n. Let ε~n : (S ⊗X )(m) ⊗
A ⊥[~n] → X (m) be the map of degree n − 1 that sends sm−1x ⊗ α~n to x. Define
θ⊥~n : F ⊗ (S ⊗ X )(m) ⊗ A
⊥[~n] → G⊗n to be the Σn1 × · · · × Σnm-equivariant
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morphism determined by the composite
F ⊗ (S (m)⊗X (m))⊗A ⊥[~n]
s−1⊗ε~n//
))
s−1F ⊗X (m)
θm // (ΩG)⊗m
π[~n]

(s−1G)⊗~n
s⊗n

G⊗~n
where we use the notation G⊗~n = G⊗n1 ⊗· · ·G⊗nm , and π[~n] is the obvious projec-
tion. Note that θ⊥~n is homogeneous of degree 0. It inherits Σm-equivariance from θ.
Let θ⊥n =
∑
θ⊥~n , where the sum is taken over all m ≤ n and all ~n ∈ In,m. Extend
the set {θ⊥n } to a transposed tensor morphism
θ⊥ : T (F ) ◦ (S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥ → T (G).
Finally, extend θ⊥ to a morphism of right A -modules,
Lin(θ) : T (F ) ◦
A
ΦX = T (F ) ◦ (S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥ ◦A → T (G).
It remains to show that each Lin(θ)(n) commutes with the differentials. As with
Ind, we may suppose that the internal differentials in F , G, and X all vanish.
Because Lin θ commutes with the right action of A , the composite (Lin θ)∂s is
determined by suspensions of ∂ΩGθ. The properties of the coequalizer ◦
A
, together
with the fact that Lin θ is a transposed tensor morphism, imply that (Lin θ)∂c is
determined by suspensions of θ∂ΩF . It therefore follows from the equality ∂ΩGθ =
θ∂ΩF that Lin θ is a chain map. 
The next two results are immediate consequences of the proof the the Cobar
Duality Theorem. Let ε : Φ(J ) = A ◦ A ⊥ ◦ A → A denote the A -bimodule
morphism specified by ε(α1) = 1, the unit of the ring A (1), and ε(αn) = 0 for all
n ≥ 2.
Scholium 4.10. Induction satisfies the following elementary properties.
(1) For all chain coalgebras C, Ind(IdT (C) ◦
A
ε) = IdT (ΩC).
(2) For all ϕ ∈ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
and for all β ∈ Csg⊗(Y ,X ),
Ind
(
ϕ
(
IdT (C′) ◦
A
Φ(β)
))
= Indϕ(IdT (ΩC′) ◦ β).
Scholium 4.11. Linearization satisfies the following elementary properties.
(1) For all chain coalgebras C, Lin(IdT (ΩC)) = IdT (C) ◦ ε.
(2) For all ψ ∈ ChΣmult(T (ΩC) ◦X ,T (ΩC
′)) and for all β ∈ Csg⊗(Y ,X ),
Lin
(
ψ
(
IdT (ΩC′) ◦ β)
))
= Linψ
(
IdT (C′) ◦
A
Φ(β)
)
.
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4.3. Bar duality. In this section we dualize the Cobar Duality Theorem, essen-
tially by simply considering left modules rather than right modules.
Definition 4.12. Suppose that X , M and N are level comonoids, with diagonals
∆X , ∆M and ∆N , respectively. We say that θ : X ◦M → N is comultiplicative
if the diagram
X ◦M
θ //
∆X ◦∆M

N
∆N

X ⊗2 ◦M⊗2
ι

(X ◦M )⊗2
θ⊗2 // N ⊗2
commutes.
In particular, if for each m there exists a free graded R-module Vm such that
N (m) is a cofree coalgebra on Vm, then a family of equivariant morphisms {θm :
(X ◦M )(m)→ Vm} lifts to a comultiplicative morphism θˆ : X ◦M → N .
Let ChΣcomult(X ◦M ,N ) denote the set of comultiplicative morphisms of sym-
metric sequence, when X , M and N are level comonoids.
Recall that we have defined the associative operad A so that A (0) = 0. As a
result, A -algebras are nonunital, i.e., an A -algebra consists of a chain complex A
together with an associative chain map µ : A⊗A→ A.
The next definition generalizes slightly the usual definition of the bar construc-
tion.
Definition 4.13. The bar construction is the functor B : A -Alg → A -Coalg
defined as follows. For all A ∈ ObA -Alg, the graded A -coalgebra underlying BA
is the cofree A -coalgebra A ♯(sC), i.e.,
∏
n≥1
(
sA
)⊗n
with the obvious coproduct,
where sA is the suspension of A, i.e., (sA)n = An−1. Let πk : A
♯(sA) → (sA)⊗k
denote the projection. The differential dB on BA is the coderivation specified by
s−1πdB = −ds
−1π1 + µ(s
−1 ⊗ s−1)π2 : A
♯(sA)→ A,
where d and µ are the differential and product of A.
Analogously to the the case of the cobar construction, if A is actually unital and
augmented, then one can either keep or throw away the unit, without changing the
homology of the bar construction on A.
Bar Duality Theorem. Let D be any small category. There are mutually inverse,
natural isomorphisms
Ind : AMod
(
Φ(−) ◦
A
c(−), c(−)
)
−→ ChΣcomult
(
− ◦ c(B−), c(B−)
)
,
and
Lin : ChΣcomult
(
− ◦ c(B−), c(B−)
)
−→ AMod
(
Φ(−) ◦
A
c(−), c(−)
)
of functors from (A -Alg)D ×Comon⊗ × (A -Alg)D to Set
D.
As in the dual case, the natural isomorphisms Ind and Lin are called induction
and linearization, respectively.
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Proof. The proof follows the lines of the Cobar Duality Theorem.
Let F,G ∈ Ob(A -Alg)D, and let X ∈ ObComon⊗. First we define Ind.
Consider θ ∈ AMod
(
Φ(X ) ◦
A
c(F ), c(G)
)
, and fix m ≥ 1 and ~n ∈ Im,n. Define
θ⊥~n : X (m)⊗ (BF )
⊗m → sG to be the composite
X (m)⊗ (BF )⊗m
1⊗π[~n] //
θ⊥~n

X (m)⊗ (sF )⊗~n
η~n⊗(s
−1)⊗n

sG Gs
oo (S ⊗X )(m)⊗A ⊥[~n]⊗ F⊗n
θn
oo
where π[~n] is the projection and η~n is the obvious inclusion. The morphism θ
⊥
~n is
easily seen to be homogeneous of degree zero, and appropriately equivariant, since
θn is. Let θ
⊥
m =
∑
~n∈Im,∗
θ⊥~n and lift comultiplicatively to
θˆ⊥m : X (m)⊗ (BF )
⊗m → BG.
The sequence θˆ⊥m is equivalent to a comultiplicative morphism of right A -modules,
Ind(θ) : X ◦ c(BF )→ c(BG).
To show that Ind(θ) commutes with the differentials, we may assume without loss
of generality that all internal differentials vanish. The result then follows by direct
calculation, using the left A -linearity of θ.
Now we define Lin. Consider θ ∈ ChΣcomult
(
X ◦ c(BF ), c(BG)
)
. Fix m ≥ 1 and
~n ∈ Im,n. Define θ
⊥
~n : (S ⊗X )(m)⊗A
⊥[~n]⊗ F⊗n → G to be the composite
(S ⊗X )(m)⊗A ⊥[~n]⊗ F⊗n
ε~n⊗s
⊗n
//
θ⊥~n

X (m)⊗ (sF )⊗~n

X (m)⊗ (BF )⊗m
θm

G sG
s−1
oo BGoooo
where ε~n is the evident projection. It is clear that θ
⊥
~n is homogeneous of degree zero.
Let θ⊥n =
∑
~n∈I∗,n
θ⊥~n . After verifying equivariance, we may extend the sequence
{θ⊥n } to a morphism of left A -modules,
Lin(θ) : A ◦
(
(S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥ ◦ c(F )
)
→ c(G).
The usual arguments now show that Lin(θ) commutes with the differentials. 
Remark 4.14. Of course, there also exists the evident version of the Bar Duality
Theorem for the embedding z of A -algebras as left A -modules given in Proposi-
tion 2.17.
4.4. Existence of M -governed morphisms. The existence results stated here
and in section 7 are expressed in terms of acyclic models. We recall the foundations
of this method before stating the existence theorems. Let D be a category, and let
M be a set of objects in D. A functor X : D → Ch is free with respect to M if
there is a set {xm ∈ X(m) | m ∈ M} such that {X(f)(xm) | f ∈ D(m, d),m ∈ M}
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is an Z-basis of X(d) for all objects d in D. The functor X is acyclic with respect
to M if X(m) is acyclic for all m ∈ M. More generally, if C is a category with
a forgetful functor U to Ch and X : D → C is a functor, we say that X is free,
respectively acyclic, with respect to M if UX is.
We now restate Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from the introduction, which are special
cases of more highly structured existence results results proved in section 7. These
existence theorems have already played an essential role in [13], [11], and [9].
We work here in the comma category (or under category) J ↓ ChΣ. The
objects of J ↓ ChΣ are morphisms of symmetric sequences J → X and are
called symmetric sequences under J . The morphisms are commuting triangles. A
level comonoid under J is a morphism of level comonoids J → X .
Recall that J (n) = 0 for n = 0 and for all n ≥ 2 and that J (1) = R.
The canonical isomorphisms J (1) ∼= J (1) ⊗ J (1) and 0 ⊗ 0 ∼= 0 define a level
comonoidal structure on J . Given any symmetric sequence jX : J → X under
J , we let eX = jX (1).
A functor X : D → Ch, where D is a small category, is globally connective if
there is an integer N such that X(d)n = 0 for all n < N and for all d ∈ ObD.
The integer N is called a global lower bound on the functor X . In particular, a
symmetric sequence X is globally connective if there is an integer N such that
X (m)n = 0 for all n < N and for all m ≥ 0.
Theorem 4.15. Let X,Y : D → A -Coalg be functors, where D is a category
admitting a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective
and Y is acyclic. Let (M ,∆) be a level comonoid under J . Let τ : UX → UY be
a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there
is a natural, multiplicative transformation
θ : T (ΩX) ◦M → T (ΩY )
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ T (ΩX) ◦J → T (ΩX) ◦M
θ
−→ T (ΩY )
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
s
−→ Y
Theorem 4.15 is the special case P = J of Theorem 7.11, which is proved in
the last section of this article.
The next theorem, dual to Theorem 4.15, has an analogous, dual proof.
Theorem 4.16. Let X,Y : D → A -Alg be functors, where D is a category
admitting a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective
and Y is acyclic. Let (M ,∆) be a level comonoid under J . Let τ : UX → UY be
a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there
is a natural, comultiplicative transformation
θ : T (BX) ◦M → T (BY )
lifting sτ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s
−→ sX →֒ (BX) ◦J → c(BX) ◦M
θ
−→ c(BY )
proj.
−−−→ sY
s−1
−−→ Y
Our need to establish such existence results is the true raison-d’eˆtre of the Cobar
and Bar Duality Theorems. It is not possible to apply acyclic models methods
directly to proving the existence of natural, multiplicative maps T (ΩF ) ◦ X →
T (ΩG), since ΩF is too big to be free on the models with respect to which F is free.
Thanks to cobar duality, it is enough to show that there is a natural transposed
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tensor transformation T (F ) ◦
A
Φ(X ) → T (G), which can be done via acyclic
models, then to apply induction to obtain the desired, natural, multiplicative map
T (ΩF ) ◦X → T (ΩG).
5. The Alexander-Whitney co-ring
Consider the category DCSH, in which the objects are coassociative chain coal-
gebras, C, and where DCSH(C,C′) = A -Alg(ΩC,ΩC′). A chain map f : C → C′
is then called strongly homotopy comultiplicative or a DCSH-map if there exists
ϕ ∈ A -Alg(ΩC,ΩC′) such that the composite
C
s−1
−−→ s−1C →֒ ΩC
ϕ
−→ ΩC′
π
−→ s−1C′
s
−→ C
is exactly f , where π is the projection. The categoryDASH and strongly homotopy
multiplicative maps or DASH-maps are defined dually.
Gugenheim and Munkholm also showed that the Alexander-Whitney equivalence
C∗(K × L)→ C∗(K)⊗ C∗(L)
of normalized chains on reduced simplicial sets is naturally a DCSH-map, which
implies, as shown in [13], that ∆C(K) is naturally a DCSH-map.
Recall that J is the unit symmetric sequence with respect to the composition
product. In fact, J is a non-unital operad, whose algebras are simply chain com-
plexes. Note that J (1) is a chain coalgebra (R{u0},∆, ε) with ∆u0 = u0⊗u0 and
ε(u0) = 1. Let F = Φ(J ) = (A ◦A ⊥ ◦A , ∂F ). Then
F = {F (m) | m ∈ N}
with generators
{fm = s
m−1u0 ∈ F (m)m−1 | m ∈ N}
satisfying
∂fm =
m−1∑
i=1
δ ⊗ (fi ⊗ fm−i) +
m−2∑
i=0
fm−1 ⊗ (1
⊗i ⊗ δ ⊗ 1⊗(m−2−i)).
By Proposition 3.11, F is an A -co-ring. Indeed, the formula for the composition
comultiplication ψF is particularly simple. For n ≥ 1, we have
ψFfn =
∑
m≤n
∑
~n∈Im,n
fm ⊗ (fn1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fnm)
where ni ≥ 1 for all i. In fact F is a counital A -co-ring, with counit ε : F → A
specified by ε(fn) = 0 for all n > 1 and ε(f1) = 1.
Since ∆ : J → J ⊗J is cocommutative, it is a morphism of comonoids. Thus
we may compose
Φ(J )
Φ(∆)
−−−→ Φ(J ⊗J )
q
−→ Φ(J )⊗ Φ(J ).
Let ∆F = q ◦ Φ(∆J ). Then (F , ∂F ,∆F ) is a level comonoid in the category
A -bimodules. Explicitly,
∆F (fm) =
m∑
k=1
∑
~ı∈Ik,m
(
fk ⊗ δ
(ii) ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ(ik)
)
⊗
(
δ(k) ⊗ fi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fik
)
.
It is easy to check that ∆F is coassociative.
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The Bar Duality Theorem, applied to the comonoid J , states that a morphism
of coalgebras BA → BA′ is equivalent to a morphism of left A -modules F ◦A
c(A)→ c(A′).
Let C and C′ be connected, counital, coassociative chain coalgebras. The Cobar
Duality Theorem tells us that there are mutually inverse isomorphisms, natural in
C and C′,
Ind :ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
F ,T (C′)
)
−→ ChΣmult
(
T (ΩC),T (ΩC′)
)
and
Lin : ChΣmult
(
T (ΩC′),T (ΩC′)
)
−→ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
F ,T (C′)
)
.
Similarly, let A and A′ be connected, augmented, associative chain algebras. The
Bar Duality Theorem says that there are mutually inverse isomorphisms, natural
in A and A′,
Ind : AMod
(
F ◦
A
c(A), c(A′)
)
−→ ChΣcomult
(
c(BA), c(BA′)
)
,
and
Lin : ChΣcomult
(
c(BA), c(BA′)
)
−→ AMod
(
F ◦
A
c(A), c(A′)
)
.
The next theorem is an immediate consequence of these observations.
Theorem 5.1. There are isomorphisms of categories
DCSH ∼= (A ,F )-Coalg and DASH ∼= (A ,F )-Alg.
Either as a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1 together with an acyclic models
argument or as Theorem 4.15 in the special case M = J , we obtain the following
existence result.
Theorem 5.2. Let X,Y : D → A -Coalg be functors, where D is a category
admitting a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective
and Y is acyclic. Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is the
forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, multiplicative transformation
θ : ΩX → ΩY
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ ΩX
θ
−→ ΩY
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
s
−→ Y
In other words, for each d ∈ ObD, the natural chain map τ(d) : F (d) → G(d)
admits a natural DCSH-structure.
Dually, for algebras we have the existence result below.
Theorem 5.3. Let X,Y : D→ A -Alg be functors, where D is a category admit-
ting a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective and Y
is acyclic. Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful
functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, comultiplicative transformation
θ : BX → BY
extending sτ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s
−→ sX →֒ BX
θ
−→ BY
proj.
−−−→ sY
s−1
−−→ Y
In other words, for each d ∈ ObD, the natural chain map τ(d) : F (d) → G(d)
admits a natural DASH-structure.
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Since the homology of a strongly homotopy-(co)multiplicative map is a (co)algebra
morphism, it stands to reason that we should expectH∗(F ) ∼= A , and this is indeed
the case.
Theorem 5.4. The counit ε : F → A is a quasi-isomorphism in positive levels.
Proof. We consider the first-quadrant spectral sequence associated to the decreasing
filtration
Fℓ =
⊕
m≥ℓ
A (m)⊗Σk (A
⊥ ◦A )⊙m.
From the definitions, we have E00,∗ = 0, and E
0
1,∗
∼= A ⊥ ◦ A . Since the cosim-
plicial differential raises filtration, the differential d0 in the E0 term is given by the
simplicial differential in A ⊥ ◦ A . As remarked in section 3, A ⊥ ◦ A is the bar
resolution of (N,+), which implies that E11,∗ = R{α1}.
Let V be a chain complex over R[G], let G → G′ be a homomorphism. Then
H∗(V )⊗G R[G
′]
∼=
−→ H∗(V ⊗G R[G
′]), and so it follows from the Ku¨nneth theorem
that
E1k,∗(n)
∼= A (k)⊗Σk H∗(A
⊥ ◦A )⊙k(n)
∼=
{
R[Σn]{α
⊗n
1 } k = n
0 k 6= n.
Therefore the spectral sequence collapses at the E1 term, and so H(F )(n) = A (n),
for n ≥ 1. 
Remark 5.5. Careful inspection of the definitions leads to the conclusion that the
Alexander-Whitney bimodule is exactly the two-sided Koszul resolution of A . The
calculation above therefore provides another proof that A is a Koszul operad [7].
Remark 5.6. Since the bimodule F is a free A -bimodule resolution of A , we may
use it to do homological algebra. If M and N are right and left A -modules,
respectively, then
TorA (M ,N ) := H(M ◦
A
F ◦
A
N ).
In particular, we may read off the isomorphisms
TorA (J ,J ) ∼= A ⊥ and TorA (J ,A ) ∼= J .
Example 5.7. We are now in a position to construct over R = F2 an example of a
chain coalgebra M such that
• its cohomology algebra is realizable, i.e., there is a topological space X such
that H∗(X ;F2) ∼= H
∗M as graded algebras, but
• M is not quasi-isomorphic to the chains on any space.
This example, along with [24, Example 3.8], show that the concepts of “shc alge-
bras” and “algebras with cup-i products” are independent of one another.
LetM = F2{10, u2, x3, y3, z3, v4, w6}, where subscript indicates degree. The only
non-zero differential in M is ∂(v) = x + y. All elements other than v and w are
primitive, while ψ¯(v) = u⊗ u and ψ¯(w) = x⊗ z + z ⊗ y. It is readily verified that
(M,∂, ψ) is a coassociative chain coalgebra.
Let W be the usual F2[Σ2]-free resolution of F2. Specifically, Wi is generated
by an element ei with ∂ei = (1 + τ)ei−1, where τ ∈ Σ2 is the transposition.
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Proposition 5.8. There exists an equivariant morphism
θ :W ⊗M →M ⊗M
such that θ(e0 ⊗−) = ψ.
Proof. We construct the morphism θ; verification that it is a chain map is routine
and left to the reader.
It suffices to define θ on generators. The only non-zero values that θ takes on
generators are θ(e1⊗w) = v⊗z+z⊗v, θ(e3⊗v) = v⊗x+y⊗v, and θ(e|a|⊗a) = a⊗a
for a ∈ {u, v, w, x, y, z}. 
By [20], θ defines cup-i products in the F2-dual M
♯, and so H∗(M,F2) comes
equipped with an action of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. In fact, we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 5.9. The algebra H∗(M ;F2) admits the structure of an unstable al-
gebra over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, where the only non-trivial operation is the
Sq0. Moreover, this algebra is isomorphic to
H∗(S2 ∨ (S3 × S3);F2)
as unstable algebras over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra.
Proof. An easy exercise in F2-linear algebra. 
Proposition 5.10. The chain coalgebra M is not realizable, i.e., M is not of the
same homotopy type as C∗(X ;F2) for any space X.
Proof. For the duration of the proof, we suppress the coefficients from the nota-
tion. By [8], if X is a space, then the diagonal on C∗(X) is strongly homotopy-
comultiplicative, that is, there is a morphism of symmetric sequences, ∆ : T (C∗(X))◦
F → T (C∗(X)⊗C∗(X)), such that ∆1 is the diagonal. If C∗(X) and M are con-
nected by a sequence of chain coalgebra quasi-isomorphisms, then we may construct
a morphism Ψ : T (M) ◦F → T (M ⊗M) such that Ψ1 = ψ. The homotopy class
of such a Ψ, compatible with ∆, is unique. We show that no such Ψ exists.
We attempt to define Ψ on generators a⊗ fk, for a ∈M and k ≥ 1. Necessarily,
Ψ(a⊗ f1) = ψ(a). We may define
Ψ(w ⊗ f2) = (1⊗ v)⊗ (z ⊗ 1) + (1⊗ z)⊗ (v ⊗ 1)
and Ψ(a ⊗ f2) = 0 for a 6= w. Any other choice of morphism Ψ
′ : M ⊗ F (2) →
(M ⊗M)⊗2 is necessarily homotopic to Ψ.
Now we try to define Ψ on M ⊗F (3). In order to find a value for Ψ(w ⊗ f3),
we must find an element that bounds
(1⊗ z)⊗ (u⊗ 1)⊗ (u⊗ 1) + (1⊗ u)⊗ (1⊗ u)⊗ (z ⊗ 1),
but no such element exists. Therefore the diagonal on M does not extend to an
F -governed morphism. 
6. Enriched cobar duality
We prove here an enriched version of the Cobar Duality Theorem, expressing
induction and linearization as mutually inverse isomorphisms of bundles of bicate-
gories with connections. This seems to be most appropriate language in which to
express the high degree of naturality and of compatibility with monoidal struture
present in the induction/linearization equivalence.
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We begin by defining what it means for a bundle of bicategories to admit a
connection and recalling the elements of the theory from [10]. We then introduce
two seemingly different bundles with connection over the monoidal category of level
comonoids. The point of Enriched Cobar Duality is to prove that these two bundles
are in fact isomorphic. As a consequence of Enriched Cobar Duality, we obtain in
section 7 that the induction functor can itself be enriched.
Recall that a (small) bicategory A consists of
(1) a set A0 of 0-cells ;
(2) a small category A1(a, b) for every a, b ∈ A0, whose objects are 1-cells
ϕ : a→ b and whose morphisms are 2-cells α : ϕ⇒ ϕ′, where composition
in A1(a, b) of two 2-cells α : ϕ ⇒ ϕ
′ and α′ : ϕ′ ⇒ ϕ′′, called the vertical
composition, is denoted α′ ∗ α : ϕ⇒ ϕ′′;
(3) a composition functor for every a, b, c ∈ A0
A1(b, c)× A1(a, b) −→ A1(a, c) : (ϕ, ψ) 7→ ψ · ϕ,
sending a pair of 2-cells α : ϕ ⇒ ϕ′ and β : ψ ⇒ ψ′ to their horizontal
composite β · α : ψ · ϕ⇒ ψ′ · ϕ′;
(4) identity 1-cells Ida : a → a and identity 2-cells ia : Ida ⇒ Ida for all
a ∈ A0.
Furthermore, these data must satisfy the following axioms.
(1) For all a, b, c, d ∈ A0 and for all ϕ ∈ A1(a, b), ψ ∈ A1(b, c) and ω ∈ A1(c, d),
there is a natural choice of 2-cell isomorphism
αabcd : ω · (ψ · ϕ)
∼=
=⇒ (ω · ψ) · ϕ.
(2) For all a, b,∈ A0 and for all ϕ ∈ A1(a, b) there are two natural 2-cell iso-
morphisms
λab : ϕ · Ida
∼=
=⇒ ϕ and ρab : Idb · ϕ
∼=
⇒ ϕ.
(3) All appropriate coherence diagrams commute.
The last axiom is undeniably vague. The interested reader is encouraged to
consult, e.g., [2], for precise details.
Given a bicategory A, we let A1 =
∐
a,b∈A0
A1(a, b), the set of all 1-cells. For any
ϕ, ϕ′ ∈ A1(a, b), we let A2(ϕ, ϕ
′) denote the set of all 2-cells from ϕ to ϕ′. Finally,
we let
A2 =
∐
a,b∈A0
∐
ϕ,ϕ′∈A1(a,b)
A2(ϕ, ϕ
′),
the set of all 2-cells in A.
A bicategory homomorphism Ξ : A→ B, consists of three functions Ξk : Ak → Bk
respecting all identities and compositions strictly. One can also reasonably define
notions of morphisms between bicategories in which identities are strictly respected
but in which composition is respected up to a 2-cell or up to an invertible 2-cell,
but we have no need to work in this generality here.
All proofs concerning the general theory of bicategory bundles with connection
can be found in [10].
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6.1. Bicategory bundles with connection. Let B be a bicategory with exactly
one 0-cell, denoted ∗, and let E be any bicategory. Let Π : E → B be a bundle in
the category of bicategories, i.e., a bicategory homomorphism. Observe that for all
e, e′ ∈ E0 there is a splitting of categories
E1(e, e
′) =
∐
b∈B1
E1(e, e
′)b,
where E1(e, e
′)b = Π
−1
1 (b) ∩ E1(e, e
′), and that for all ϕ ∈ E1(e, e
′)b, ψ ∈ E1(e, e
′)b′
E2(ϕ, ψ) =
∐
α∈B2(b,b′)
E2(ϕ, ψ)α,
where E2(ϕ, ψ)α = Π
−1
2 (α) ∩ E2(ϕ, ψ). In terms of this decomposition,
ϕ ∈ E1(e, e
′)b, ψ ∈ E1(e
′, e′′)b′ ⇒ ψ · ϕ ∈ E1(e, e
′′)b′·b.
The bundles we study here satisfy the additional criteria specified in the defini-
tion below. Recall that a bicategory B with exactly one object can also be seen as
a monoidal category, which we denote (B,⊗), where ObB = B1, MorB = B2 and
b′ ⊗ b is the same as the composite b′ · b of b and b′ in B1.
Definition 6.1. An op-connection on a bicategory bundle Π : E→ B, where B has
exactly one object, consists of a family of functors
∇ = {∇e,e′ : B
op → Set | e, e′ ∈ E0}
that is natural in e and e′ and such that
(1) ∇e,e′ (b) = E1(e, e
′)b for all b ∈ ObB, and therefore, for all α ∈ B(b
′, b) =
Bop(b, b′), there is a parallel transport function
∇e,e′ (α) : E1(e, e
′)b −→ E1(e, e
′)b′ ;
and
(2) parallel transport is compatible with the monoidal structure of B, i.e., for
all α ∈ Bop(b, b′), α¯ ∈ Bop(b¯, b¯′) and ϕ ∈ E1(e, e
′)b, ϕ ∈ E1(e
′, e′′)b¯,
∇e,e′′ (α¯⊗ α)(ϕ · ϕ) = ∇e′,e′′(α¯)(ϕ) · ∇e,e′(α)(ϕ).
Remark 6.2. In [10], both op-connections and their duals, connections, are studied
in detail.
Remark 6.3. The monoidal compatibility condition says that one can parallel trans-
port and then compose or compose and then parallel transport, with both sequences
of operations leading to the same result.
Definition 6.4. The fiber of a bicategory bundle with op-connection Π : E→ B is
the bicategory F with F0 = E0, F1(e, e
′) = E1(e, e
′)Id∗ for all e, e
′ ∈ F0 and
F2(ϕ, ψ) =
∐
α∈B2(Id∗,Id∗)
E2(ϕ, ψ)α
for all ϕ, ψ ∈ F1(e, e
′). Here we are using the isomorphism 2-cell κ : Id∗
∼=
−→ Id∗ ·Id∗
in B to define composition in F via
E1(e, e
′)Id∗ × E1(e
′, e′′)Id∗ −→ E1(e, e
′′)Id∗·Id∗
∇e,e′′ (κ)
−→
∼=
E1(e, e
′′)Id∗ .
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We are interested in using bicategory bundles with connection as a tool for
comparing complex structures that can be encoded as such bundles. To carry out
comparisons, we need a precise description of bundle morphisms.
Definition 6.5. Let Π : E → B and Π′ : E′ → B′ be bicategory bundles with
op-connections ∇ and ∇′. A morphism from (Π,∇) to (Π′,∇′) consists of a pair
of bicategory homomorphisms Γ : E→ E′ and Λ : B→ B′ such that
E
Π

Γ // E′
Π′

B
Λ // B′
commutes. Furthermore, for all e, e′ ∈ E0, ϕ ∈ E(e, e
′)b and α ∈ B
op(b, b′),
Γ1
(
∇e,e′ (α)(ϕ)
)
= ∇′Γ0(e),Γ0(e′)
(
L(α)
)(
Γ1(ϕ)
)
,
where L : (B,⊗)→ (B′,⊗) is the strict monoidal functor associated to Λ.
Example 6.6. An elementary example of a bicategory bundle with op-connection is a
product bundle. Let F be any bicategory, and let B be a bicategory with exactly one
object. The projection bicategory homomorphism F× B→ B is then a bicategory
bundle with connection ∇×, where ∇×e,e′(b) = F1(e, e
′) × {b} and ∇×e,e′ (α)(ϕ, b) =
(ϕ, b′) for all e, e′ ∈ F0, b, b ∈ ObB, ϕ ∈ F1(e, e
′)b and α ∈ B
op(b, b′). Verifying
the monoidal compatibility of parallel transport is trivial. The fiber of the product
bundle is, unsurprisingly, F.
6.2. Bicategory bundles and coalgebras. In this section we apply Cobar Dual-
ity to defining two seemingly different bicategory bundles with op-connection over
level comonoids in the category Ch of connective chain complexes over a com-
mutative ring R. We show in the next section that these two bundles are indeed
isomorphic, which leads in section 7 to the desired Enriched Induction theorem.
Recall that the category of level comonoids Comon⊗ is monoidal with re-
spect to the composition product, as shown at the end of section 2.2 . Since
(Comon⊗, ◦,J ) is a monoidal category, we can choose to view it as a bicategory
CM with exactly one object ∗, where CM1 = ObComon⊗, with composition de-
fined to be exactly the composition product, and CM2(X ,Y ) = Comon⊗(X ,Y ).
The first bicategory bundle over CM expands the category DCSH. Consider
the bicategory, DCΩ, with the following cell structure.
• DCΩ0 = ObA -Coalg;
• DCΩ1 (C,C
′) =
∐
X ∈CM1
MΣmult.
(
T (ΩC)◦X ,T (ΩC′)
)
for all C,C ∈ DCΩ0 ;
and
• DCΩ2 (ϕ, ϕ
′) = {α ∈ Comon⊗(Y ,X ) | ϕ′ = ϕ(IdT (ΩC) ◦ α)}, for all
ϕ ∈MΣmult.
(
T (ΩC)◦X ,T (ΩC′)
)
and ϕ′ ∈MΣmult.
(
T (ΩC)◦Y ,T (ΩC′)
)
.
Given two 1-cells inDCΩ, ϕ ∈MΣmult.
(
T (ΩC)◦X ,T (ΩC′)
)
and ψ ∈MΣmult.
(
T (ΩC′)◦
Y ,T (ΩC′′)
)
, their composite ψ · ϕ in DC1 is given by the following composition
of multiplicative maps of symmetric sequences.
T (ΩC) ◦ (X ◦ Y ) ∼=
(
T (ΩC) ◦X
)
◦ Y
ϕ◦IdY
−→ T (ΩC′) ◦ Y
ψ
−→ T (ΩC′′)
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Composition of 1-cells is clearly associative up to natural isomorphism, since the
composition product of level comonoids is associative up to natural isomorphism.
Vertical composition of 2-cells is the same as composition of morphisms inComon⊗,
while horizontal composition of 2-cells is given by the monoidal structure ofComon⊗.
Let ΠΩ : DCΩ → CM denote the bundle specified as follows.
• ΠΩ0 (C) = ∗ for all C ∈ DC
Ω
0 ;
• ΠΩ1 (ϕ) = X for all ϕ ∈M
Σ
mult.
(
T (ΩC) ◦X ,T (ΩC′)
)
; and
• ΠΩ2 (IdT (ΩC) ◦ α) = α.
The bundle ΠΩ admits an op-connection ∇Ω, which is defined by
∇ΩC,C′(−) =M
Σ
mult.
(
T (ΩC) ◦ −,T (ΩC′)
)
: Comonop⊗ −→ Set.
Note that the underlying category of the fiber of ΠΩ is exactly DCSH.
Consider now the bicategory, denoted DCΦ, with the following cell structure.
• DCΦ0 = ObA -Coalg;
• DCΦ1 (C,C
′) :=
∐
X ∈CM1
ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
; and
• DCΦ2 (ϕ, ϕ) = {α ∈ CM2(Y ,X ) | ϕ = ϕ(IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(α)}, for all ϕ ∈
ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
and ϕ ∈ModttA
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(Y ),T (C′)
)
.
Given two 1-cells in DCΦ, ϕ ∈ModttA
(
T (C)◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
and ϕ′ ∈ModttA
(
T (C′)◦
A
Φ(X ′),T (C′′)
)
, their composite ϕ′ · ϕ in DCΦ1 is given by the following formula.
ϕ′ · ϕ := Lin
[
Ind(ϕ′) · Ind(ϕ)
]
Here, Ind(ϕ′) · Ind(ϕ) denotes the composite of Ind(ϕ) : T (ΩC) ◦X → T (ΩC′)
and of Ind(ϕ′) : T (ΩC′) ◦X ′ → T (ΩC′′), seen as 1-cells of DCΩ. Composition of
1-cells is associative up to isomorphism, since
(ϕ′′ · ϕ′) · ϕ = Lin
[
IndLin[Ind(ϕ′′) · Ind(ϕ′)] · Ind(ϕ)
]
= Lin
[
(Ind(ϕ′′) · Ind(ϕ′)) · Ind(ϕ)
]
∼= Lin
[
Ind(ϕ′′) · (Ind(ϕ′) · Ind(ϕ))
]
= Lin
[
Ind(ϕ′′) · IndLin[Ind(ϕ′) · Ind(ϕ)]
]
= ϕ′′ · (ϕ′ · ϕ).
The second equality holds since IndLin = Id, while the isomorphism is due to
the fact that composition of 1-cells is associative up to isomorphism in DCΩ. Fur-
thermore, if ε : Φ(J ) → A denotes the usual augmentation, then IdT (C) ◦
A
ε :
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(J )→ T (C) acts as an identity 1-cell on T (C), with respect to the com-
position we have defined, since Ind(IdT (C) ◦
A
ε) ∼= IdT (ΩC), by Scholium 4.10(1).
Vertical composition of 2-cells is given by composition of morphisms inComon⊗,
using the functoriality of Φ, while horizontal composition is given by the compo-
sition product of morphisms in Comon⊗. Horizontal composition of 2-cells is
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compatible with composition of 1-cells, since Scholia 4.10 and 4.11 imply that if the
following two diagrams commute
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) ϕ // T (C′) T (C
′) ◦
A
Φ(X ′) ϕ
′
// T (C′′)
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(Y ) ψ //
IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(α)
OO
T (C′)
=
OO
T (C′) ◦
A
Φ(Y ′) ψ
′
//
IdT (C′) ◦
A
Φ(α′)
OO
T (C′′)
=
OO
then
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ◦X ′) ϕ
′·ϕ // T (C′′)
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(Y ◦ Y ′)
IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(α◦α′)
OO
ψ′·ψ // T (C′′)
=
OO
also commutes. Since (β ·α)◦(β′ ·α′) = (β◦β′)·(α◦α′) for all α ∈ Comon⊗(X ,Y ),
α′ ∈ Comon⊗(X ′,Y ′), β ∈ Comon⊗(Y ,Z ) and β′ ∈ Comon⊗(Y ′,Z ′), the
composition maps
DC
Φ
1 (C
′, C′′)× DCΦ1 (C,C
′)→ DCΦ1 (C,C
′′)
are indeed functors.
Proposition 6.7. The natural transformations Ind and Lin induce mutually in-
verse bicategory homomorphisms
ΓInd : DC
Φ −→ DCΩ and ΓLin : DC
Ω −→ DCΦ,
where
• (ΓInd)0(C) = C = (ΓLin)0(C) for all C ∈ DC
Φ
0 = DC
Ω
0 ,
• (ΓInd)1(ϕ) = Indϕ for all ϕ ∈ DC
Φ
1 and (ΓLin)1(ψ) = Linψ for all ψ ∈
DC
Ω
1 , and
• (ΓInd)2(α) = α = (ΓLin)2(α) for all α ∈ DC
Φ
2 = DC
Ω
2 .
Proof. We need only to verify that (ΓInd)1 and (ΓLin)1 preserve compositions and
identities. In the case of (ΓInd)1, we have that
(ΓInd)1(ϕ
′ · ϕ) = IndLin[Ind(ϕ′) · Ind(ϕ)]
= Ind(ϕ′) · Ind(ϕ) = (ΓInd)1(ϕ
′) · (ΓInd)1(ϕ),
for all ϕ, ϕ′ ∈ DCΦ1 . On the other hand,
(ΓLin)1(ψ
′ · ψ) = Lin[(IndLinψ′)(Ind Linψ)]
= (Linψ′) · (Linψ) = (ΓLin)1(ψ
′) · (ΓLin)1(ψ).

There is a bicategory bundle projection ΠΦ : DCΦ → CM analogous to ΠΩ,
which is defined as follows.
• ΠΦ0 (C) = ∗ for all C ∈ DC
Φ
0 ;
• ΠΦ1 (ϕ) = X for all ϕ ∈Mod
tt
A
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
⊂ DCΦ1 (C,C
′);
• ΠΦ2 (α) = α.
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It is easy to verify that ΠΦ is a bicategory homomorphism. Using the decomposition
notation defined above, we have
DC
Φ
1 (C,C
′)X =Mod
tt
A
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ),T (C′)
)
.
The bundle ΠΦ admits an op-connection ∇Φ, defined similarly to ∇Ω.
For any C,C′ ∈ DCΦ0 , consider the functor
∇ΦC,C′ =Mod
tt
A
(
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(−),T (C′)
)
: Comonop⊗ −→ Set.
To establish that ∇Φ satisfies monoidal compatibility, we explore its relationship
with ∇Ω, as mediated by Ind and Lin.
Lemma 6.8. For all α ∈ Comonop⊗ (X ,Y ) and ϕ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C′),
Ind
(
∇ΦC,C′(α)(ϕ)
)
= ∇ΩC,C′(α)(Indϕ).
This is simply Scholium 4.10(2) in a different guise, while the next lemma
rephrases Scholium 4.11(2).
Lemma 6.9. For all α ∈ Comonop⊗ (X ,Y ) and ψ : T (ΩC) ◦X → T (ΩC
′),
Lin
(
∇ΩC,C′(α)(ψ)
)
= ∇ΦC,C′(α)(Linψ).
Proposition 6.10. The op-connection ∇Φ on ΠΦ : DCΦ → CM satisfies monoidal
compatibility, i.e.,
∇ΦC,C′′(α ◦ β)(ψ · ϕ) = ∇
Φ
C′,C′′(β)(ψ) · ∇
Φ
C,C′(α)(ϕ)
for all α ∈ Comonop⊗ (X ,X
′), β ∈ Comonop⊗ (Y ,Y
′), ϕ ∈ DCΦ(C,C′)X and
ψ ∈ DCΦ(C′, C′′)Y .
Proof. Observe that
∇ΦC′,C′′(β)(ψ) · ∇
Φ
C,C′(α)(ϕ) = Lin
[
Ind
(
∇ΦC′,C′′(β)(ψ)
)
· Ind
(
∇ΦC,C′(α)(ϕ)
)]
= Lin
[
∇ΩC′,C′′(β)(Indψ) · ∇
Ω
C,C′(α)(Indϕ)
]
by Lemma 6.8
= Lin
(
∇ΩC′,C′′(β)(Indψ)
)
· Lin
(
∇ΩC,C′(α)(Indϕ)
)
by Proposition 6.7
= Lin
(
∇ΩC,C′′(α ◦ β)(Indψ · Indϕ)
)
by monoidal compatibility of ∇Ω
= ∇ΦC,C′′(α ◦ β)(Lin Indψ · Lin Indϕ)
by Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 6.7
= ∇ΦC,C′′(α ◦ β)(ψ · ϕ).

Remark 6.11. The category underlying the fiber FΦ of ΠΦ is exactly the “fattened”
category (A ,F )-Coalg, where F = Φ(J ) (cf., section 5). It is a straightforward
calculation that for all transposed tensor maps ϕ : T (C) ◦
A
F → T (C′) and
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ψ : T (C′) ◦
A
F → T (C′′), the composite Lin
[
Indψ · Indϕ
]
in FΦ1 is the same as
the composite in (A ,F )-Coalg, given by
T (C) ◦
A
F
IdT (C) ◦
A
ψF
−−−−−−−−→ T (C) ◦
A
F ◦
A
F
ϕ ◦
A
IdF
−−−−−→ T (C′) ◦
A
F
ψ
−→ T (C′′),
i.e., composition is defined the same way in both categories.
Arranging the results above and their consequences somewhat differently, one
obtains the following Enriched Cobar Duality Theorem.
Theorem 6.12. The bicategory homomorphisms ΓInd and ΓLin give rise to mutu-
ally inverse morphisms of bicategory bundles with connection
DC
Φ
ΠΦ

ΓInd //
DC
Ω
ΠΩ

ΓLin //

DC
Φ
ΠΦ

CM
= // CM
= // CM.
Proof. The squares of the diagram above clearly commute. Furthemore Ind and
Lin give rise to families of natural transformations
{∇ΦC,C′ → ∇
Ω
C,C′ | C,C
′ ∈ ObA -Coalg+}
and
{∇ΩC,C′ → ∇
Φ
C,C′ | C,C
′ ∈ ObA -Coalg+},
respectively. Finally, Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 imply that the last condition in Definition
6.5 holds for ΓInd and for ΓLin, respectively. 
7. Enriched induction
Let θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C′) be a transposed tensor morphism, where C and
C′ are chain coalgebras, and X is a level comonoid. If X is a right P-module and
ΩC′ is a P-coalgebra it is natural to ask when Ind θ : T (ΩC) ◦X → T (ΩC′) is a
morphism of right P-modules. Similarly, when X is a left P-module and ΩC is a
P-coalgebra, we can ask when Ind θ : T (ΩC)◦X → T (ΩC′) induces a morphism
Înd θ : T (ΩC) ◦
P
X → T (ΩC′).
In this section, we apply the Enriched Cobar Duality Theorem to answering
these questions.
7.1. Diffracted module maps. Let P be a Hopf operad in the category of chain
complexes, i.e., P is a level comonoid in the category of operads. Our most im-
portant example of a Hopf operad is the associative operad A . The categories of
right and left P-modules, as well as the category of P-bimodules, are monoidal
with respect to the level monoidal product. For example, given a right P-action
ρ : X ◦P → X , the level tensor product X ⊗X admits a right P-action given
by the composite
(X ⊗X ) ◦P
Id⊗∆P−→ (X ⊗X ) ◦ (P ⊗P)
ι
−→ (X ◦P)⊗ (X ◦P)
ρ⊗ρ
−→ X ⊗X .
Let FP denote the following category. Its objects are chain coalgebras C, to-
gether with a choice of P-coalgebra structure on ΩC that is compatible with its
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multiplicative structure. In other words, there is a fixed multiplicative right P-
module action T (ΩC)◦P → T (ΩC). Morphisms in FP are chain coalgebra mor-
phisms f : C → C′ such that Ωf is a morphism of P-coalgebras. When P = A ,
we write F = FA , and refer to the objects as Alexander-Whitney coalgebras [13].
In the definitions below, we specify the additional conditions that must be sat-
isfied by a transposed tensor map in order for the multiplicative map it induces to
be more highly structured, in the sense of the questions asked above.
Definition 7.1. Let C be a chain coalgebra, and let C′ be an object in FP with
multiplicative action map ψ′ : T (ΩC′) ◦P → T (ΩC′). Let (X ,∆, ρ) be a level
comonoid in the category of right P-modules, i.e., ρ : X ◦ P → X is the right
action of P on X and ∆ : X → X ⊗ X is a morphism of right P-modules.
A transposed tensor morphism θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) → T (C′) is a diffracted right
P-module map if the following diagram commutes.
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ◦P)
IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(ρ)

Lin
[
ψ′(Ind θ◦IdP)
]
''NN
N
NN
NN
NN
N
NN
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) θ // T (C′)
To help the reader understand this definition, we note that the diagonal arrow
in the diagram above is obtained by applying linearization to the composite
T (ΩC) ◦X ◦P
Ind θ◦IdP−−−−−−→ T (ΩC′) ◦P
ψ′
−→ T (ΩC′),
which is exactly the composite of ψ′ and Ind θ as 1-cells of DCΩ.
Definition 7.2. Let C be an object of FP with multiplicative action map ψ :
T (ΩC) ◦P → T (ΩC), and let C′ be a chain coalgebra . Let (X ,∆, λ) be a level
comonoid in the category of left P-modules, i.e., λ : P ◦X → X is the left action
of P on X and ∆ : X → X ⊗X is a morphism of left P-modules. A transposed
tensor morphism θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) → T (C′) is a diffracted balanced P-module
map if the following diagram commutes.
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(P ◦X )
IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(λ)

Lin
[
Ind θ(ψ◦IdX )
]
''NN
NN
NN
NN
N
NN
N
T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) θ // T (C′)
Again with the aim of aiding the reader, we note that the diagonal arrow in the
diagram above is obtained by applying linearization to the composite
T (ΩC) ◦P ◦X
ψ◦IdX
−−−−−→ T (ΩC) ◦X
Ind θ
−−−→ T (ΩC′),
which is exactly the composite of ψ and Ind θ as 1-cells of DCΩ.
The next theorem, which answers the questions asked in the introduction to this
section, also justifies the terminology introduced in the two definitions above.
Theorem 7.3. (1) Let C be a chain coalgebra, and let C′ be an object in FP .
Let (X ,∆, ρ) be a level comonoid in the category of right P-modules.
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A transposed tensor map θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X ) → T (C′) is a diffracted
right P-module morphism if and only if Ind θ : T (ΩC) ◦X → T (ΩC′) is
a right P-module map.
(2) Let C be an object in FP , and let C
′ be a chain coalgebra. Let (X ,∆, λ)
be a level comonoid in the category of left P-modules.
A transposed tensor map θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C′) is a diffracted bal-
anced P-module morphism if and only if Ind θ : T (ΩC)◦X → T (ΩC′) in-
duces a morphism of symmetric sequences Înd θ : T (ΩC) ◦
P
X → T (ΩC′).
Proof. We use here the notation of Definitions 7.1 and 7.2.
To prove (1), we need to show that
T (ΩC) ◦X ◦P
Ind θ◦IdP //
IdT (ΩC)◦ρ

T (ΩC′) ◦P
ψ′

T (ΩC) ◦X
Ind θ // T (ΩC′)
commutes if and only if the diagram in Definition 7.1 commutes. This is an imme-
diate consequence, however, of Theorem 6.12, which implies that Ind and Lin are
mutual inverses preserving compositions and that
Ind
(
θ(IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(ρ))
)
= Ind θ(IdT (ΩC) ◦ ρ)
and
Lin
(
Ind θ(IdT (ΩC) ◦ ρ)
)
= θ(IdT (C) ◦
A
Φ(ρ)).
Similarly, to prove (2), we must show that
T (ΩC) ◦P ◦X
ψ◦IdX //
IdT (ΩC)◦λ

T (ΩC) ◦X
Ind θ

T (ΩC) ◦X
Ind θ // T (ΩC′)
commutes if and only if the diagram in Definition 7.2 commutes. The proof again
follows directly from Theorem 6.12. 
Corollary 7.4. Let (C,ψ) and (C′, ψ′) be objects in FP , and let (X , λ, ρ,∆)
be a level comonoid in the category of P-bimodules. A transposed tensor map
θ : T (C) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C′) that is both a diffracted right P-module morphism and
a diffracted balanced P-module morphism induces a morphism of right P-modules
Înd θ : T (ΩC) ◦
P
X → T (ΩC′).
We record here for future use a helpful result concerning sums of enriched trans-
pose tensor maps.
Corollary 7.5. Let C,C′, C′′ be objects in FP , where P is a Hopf operad, and let
M be a level comonoid in the category of P-bimodules. Let θ′ : T (ΩC′) ◦
P
M →
T (ΩC) and θ′′ : T (ΩC′) ◦
P
M → T (ΩC) be multiplicative morphisms of right
P-modules. Then there is a unique multiplicative morphism of right P-modules
θ : T (Ω(C′ ⊕ C′′)) ◦
P
M → T (ΩC) restricting to θ′ and θ′′.
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Proof. The hypotheses of the corollary imply that Lin(θ′) : T (C′) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C)
and Lin(θ′′) : T (C′′) ◦
A
Φ(X )→ T (C) are transposed tensor morphisms that are
diffracted balanced and diffracted right P-module morphisms. By Proposition 4.9,
there is a unique transposed tensor morphism τ : T (C′ ⊕ C′′) ◦
A
Φ(X ) → T (C)
restricting to Lin(θ′) and Lin(θ′′). The formula for the sum τ given in the proof
of Proposition 4.9 enables us to verify by inspection that τ , too, is a diffracted
balanced morphism and a diffracted right P-morphism. We may therefore set
θ = Ind(τ). 
7.2. Existence of diffracted module maps. We show here how to apply acyclic
models methods in order to prove the existence of diffracted module maps and
therefore of highly-structured induced morphisms. As in the previous section, P
denotes a Hopf operad in the category of chain complexes.
Throughout this section, as in section 4.4, we work in the comma category (or
under category) J ↓ MΣ. The objects of J ↓ MΣ are morphisms of symmetric
sequences J → X and are called symmetric sequences under J . The morphisms
are commuting triangles. The usual composition monoidal structure onMΣ induces
a monoidal product of symmetric sequences under J , given by
(X , jX ) ◦ (Y , jY ) :=
(
X ◦ Y , (jX ◦ jY )κ◦
)
,
where κ◦ : J
∼=
−→ J ◦J is the canonical isomorphism. The unit is the identity
map J
=
−→ J . An operad under J is a monoid with respect to this monoidal
structure on J ↓ MΣ, in which case jP : J → P is necessarily the unit map.
In fact, since we have defined operads to be unital monoids with respect to the
composition product of symmetric sequences, any operad is an operad under J .
Given an operad (P, jP) under J , we can define in the obvious way categories
J ↓ (PMod) of left P-modules under J , J ↓ (ModP) of right P-modules
under J and J ↓ (PModP) of P-bimodules under J .
Note that if (X , jX ) and (Y , jY ) are symmetric sequences under J , then there
are natural “inclusion” morphisms in J ↓MΣ(X ,X ◦Y ) and J ↓MΣ(X ,Y ◦
X ) given by the composites
X
∼=
−→ X ◦J
IdX ◦jY
−−−−−→ X ◦ Y
and
X
∼=
−→ J ◦X
jY ◦IdX
−−−−−→ Y ◦X .
We work in this section with objects under J precisely because we need such
inclusions to construct diffracted module maps by acyclic models methods.
The level monoidal structure onMΣ induces a symmetric monoidal structure on
J ↓MΣ, defined by
(X , jX )⊗ (Y , jY ) :=
(
X ⊗ Y , (jX ⊗ jY )κ⊗
)
,
where κ⊗ : J
∼=
−→ J ⊗J is the canonical isomorphism. It makes sense therefore
to speak of level comonoids under J .
The discussion above applies to any closed, symmetric monoidal category M.
We work henceforth in Ch, the category of chain complexes over a commutative
ring R. There are obvious morphisms of symmetric sequences from J into each
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of A , S and A ⊥. If (M ,∆, jM ) is a level comonoid under J , then there is an
induced morphism of left A -modules ˆM : A → Φ(M ) given by the composite
A
∼=
−→ A ◦J ◦J ◦J → A ◦ (S ⊗M ) ◦A ⊥ ◦A ,
where the second morphism is built from the obvious morphisms J → S ⊗M ,
J → A ⊥ and J → A . The original diffracting functor thus induces a diffracting
functor relative to J
Φ : J ↓ Comon⊗ −→ A ↓ (AModA ).
Given a (Hopf) operad (P, jP) under J , the image of jP , denoted P⋆, is
a sub (Hopf) operad of P, concentrated in level 1 and degree 0. In particular,
since J (1) = R, we can write P⋆(1) = R · eP , where eP = j(1). For example,
eA = δ
(1). Furthermore, an object V in J ↓ ChΣ is not actually a subsymmetric
sequence of the free right P-module V ◦ P. To be absolutely precise, if slightly
pedantic, it is the isomorphic symmetric sequence V ◦P⋆ that is a subsymmetric
sequence of the free right P-module V ◦ P. A similar observation holds for free
left P-modules and free P-bimodules.
Note that a filtration
· · · ⊂ FnV ⊂ Fn+1V ⊂ · · ·
of a symmetric sequence V of graded R-modules induces a filtration of the free right
P-bimodule V ◦ P, where Fn(V ◦ P) := FnV ◦ P. There are similar induced
filtrations on the free left P-module and on the free P-bimodule generated by V .
Definition 7.6. Let (P, jP) be an operad under J . A right P-module M under
J in Ch is semifree if there is a symmetric sequence of free graded R-modules V
under J , endowed with an increasing filtration
J = F 0V ⊂ F 1V ⊂ · · · ⊂ FnV ⊂ Fn+1V ⊂ · · ·
such that
(1) for each n, Fn+1V splits as FnV ⊕En+1V , where En+1V is a free graded
R-module;
(2) the symmetric sequence of graded R-modules underlying M is V ◦P; and
(3) the differential ∂M of M satisfies ∂M (En+1V ◦P⋆) ⊂ FnV ◦P for all n.
Definition 7.7. A level comonoid of chain complexes (M ,∆) in J ↓ (ModP) is
semifree if the underlying right P-module is semifree on V and
∆(En+1V ◦P⋆) ⊂
(
FnM ⊕ (En+1V ◦P⋆)
)⊗2
.
When (M ,∆) is semifree on V , the coproduct ∆ is determined by its restriction
to V ◦P⋆.
Remark 7.8. There are similar definitions of semifree left P-modules and of semifree
P-bimodules under J , as well as of semifree level comonoids in J ↓ (PMod)
and in J ↓ (PModP). We leave the exact formulation of the definitions to the
reader.
Recall that a functor X : D → Ch, where D is a small category, is globally
connective if there is an integer N such that X(d)n = 0 for all n < N and for all
d ∈ ObD. The integer N is called a global lower bound on the functor X . In
particular, a symmetric sequence X is globally connective if there is an integer N
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such that X (m)n = 0 for all n < N and for allm ≥ 0. Observe that if X is globally
connective, then so is Φ(X ). In particular, F = Φ(J ) is globally connective.
Examples 7.9. (1) EveryJ -module is trivially semifree, as is any level comonoid
in the category of J -modules.
(2) Given any globally connective, level comonoid (X ,∆) of symmetric se-
quences under J , its diffraction Φ(X ) is a semifree A -bimodule under
J . Recall from section 4 that the underlying A -bimodule of Φ(X ) is
A ◦VX ◦A , where VX = (S ⊗X ) ◦A ⊥. Let X≤p denote the symmetric
subsequence of X consisting of elements of degree at most p, and let N be
the global lower bound on the chain complexes X (m). For any q ≥ 1, let
A ⊥q be the symmetric sequence given by
A ⊥q (l) =
{
A ⊥(l) if l ≤ q,
0 if l > q.
For all n ≥ 1, set
FnVX = J +
⊕
0≤j≤n
(S ⊗X<N+j) ◦A
⊥
n−j
and set F 0VX = J . It is obvious that Fn+1VX splits, as required by
condition (1) in Definition 7.6. Furthermore, the formula for the differential
on Φ(X ) in Remark 3.9 implies that the bimodule version of condition (3)
is satisfied.
In the case X = J , inspection of the formula for the level coproduct
on F in section 5 leads easily to the conclusion that Φ(J ) = F is even a
semifree level comonoid under J .
The following small, technical result plays a crucial role in the proof of the
existence theorem below and is even of interest in and of itself. It specifies one case
in which applying X ◦− commutes with coproducts, even though in general X ◦−
does not preserve colimits.
Lemma 7.10. Let A be an associative chain algebra, and let B be a level monoid.
Let M and N be level comonoids. Given multiplicative maps of symmetric se-
quences ϕ : T (A) ◦M → B and θ : T (A) ◦N → B that are determined by the
families {ϕm : A⊗M (m)→ B(m)}m and {ψm : A⊗N (m)→ B(m)}m of multi-
plicative equivariant maps, there is a unique multiplicative morphism of symmetric
sequences ϕ ∗ ψ : T (A) ◦ (M ⊕N )→ B such that
T (A) ◦M
ϕ
))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
IdT (A)◦ιM

T (A) ◦ (M ⊕N )
ϕ∗ψ // B
T (A) ◦N
ψ
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
IdT (A)◦ιN
OO
commutes, where ιM : M →֒ M ⊕N and ιN : N →֒ M ⊕N are the inclusions.
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Proof. Let κm : A⊗
(
M (m)⊕N (m)
)
→
(
A⊗M (m)
)
⊕
(
A⊗N (m)
)
denote the
canonical isomorphism. The family{
(ϕm + ψm)κm : A⊗
(
M (m)⊕N (m)
)
→ B(m)}m
is multiplicative and equivariant and therefore induces the desired multiplicative
morphism of symmetric sequences. This is obviously the unique possibility. 
We refer the reader to section 4.4 for the definition of functors that are free or
acyclic with respect to a set of models.
Theorem 7.11. Let X : D→ A -Coalg and Y : D→ FP be functors, where D is
a category admitting a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally
connective and Y is acyclic. Let (M ,∆, jM ) be a globally connective, semifree,
level comonoid in the category of right P-modules under J . Let τ : UX → UY be
a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there
is a multiplicative natural transformation of right P-modules
θ : T (ΩX) ◦M −→ T (ΩY )
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ T (ΩX) ◦J → T (ΩX) ◦M
θ
−→ T (ΩY )
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
∼=
−→ Y
Proof. We prove the existence of a natural, diffracted right P-module transforma-
tion τ̂ : T (X) ◦
A
Φ(M ) → T (Y ) extending τ , i.e., such that the composite of the
following sequence of maps is equal to τ .
X →֒ T (X) ◦
A
A
Id ◦
A
ˆM
−→ T (X) ◦
A
Φ(M )
τ̂
−→ T (Y )
Theorem 7.3 then implies that θ = Ind(τ̂ ) is a right P-module map, as desired.
The proof proceeds by induction on the degrees of the generating elements xm,
which is possible since X is globally connective, on filtration degree in M and on
degree in the “simplicial” filtration of Φ(M ) already used above, which we begin
by recalling.
For any p ≥ 1, let A ⊥p be the symmetric sequence given by
A ⊥p (l) =
{
A ⊥(l) if l ≤ p,
0 if l > p.
Given any level comonoid N , let
F˜ pΦ(N ) = A ◦ (S ⊗N ) ◦A ⊥p ◦A
for all p ≥ 1, defining an increasing filtration of Φ(N ), at least as an A -bimodule of
graded R-modules. The formula for the full differential ∂ in Φ(N ) (cf., Remark 3.9)
implies that this is actually a differential filtration and that both the cosimplicial
and the simplicial parts of the differential are filtration-lowering on elements of the
form eA ⊗sk−1x⊗α~l⊗δ
(~m). To see that the cosimplicial part is filtration-lowering,
recall that A ⊥(0) = 0, which implies that ψ(αn) =
∑
0<k<n αk ⊗ αn−k.
Before stating the inductive hypotheses, we fix further notation. Let Ipn =
{(l1, ..., ln) ∈ N
n | 1 ≤ li ≤ p ∀i}. Let V denote the filtered symmetric se-
quence of free graded R-modules underlying the semifree level comonoid M , so
that M ∼= V ◦ P as symmetric sequences of graded modules. Recall that for
each n, we assume that there is a splitting FnV = Fn−1V ⊕ EnV as free graded
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R-modules. Furthermore, Fn−1M ⊕ EnV ◦ P⋆ is a sub level comonoid of M ,
for all n. For each k, we fix a basis Bn,k of E
NV (k). Given v ∈ Bn,k, we let
v˜ = v ⊗ e⊗kP ∈ E
nV ◦P⋆.
For all d ∈ ObD, let ∂d denote the differential on T
(
X(d)
)
◦
A
Φ(M ), which is
formed from the differential on T
(
X(d)
)
naturally induced by that on X(d) and
from the differential on Φ(M ). The differential on T
(
Y (d)
)
is denoted ∂′d.
For all m,n ∈ N and p ≥ 1 and for all d ∈ ObD, let
Km,n,p(d) = T
(
X(d)<m
)
◦
A
Φ(M ) +T
(
X(d)m
)
◦
A
F˜ pΦ(Fn−1M ⊕ EnV ◦P⋆),
Km,n(d) = T
(
X(d)<m
)
◦
A
Φ(M ) +T
(
X(d)m
)
◦
A
Φ(FnM ),
and
Km(d) = T
(
X(d)≤m
)
◦
A
Φ(M ),
which are right A -submodules of T
(
X(d)
)
◦
A
Φ(M ).
Our inductive hypotheses can be formulated as follows.
Hm,n,p: For all objects d in D and for all j ≤ m, k ≤ n, l ≤ p, there are
natural transposed tensor maps of right A -modules
τ̂j,k,l(d) : Kj,k,l(d) −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
that restrict to diffracted right P-module maps on T
(
X(d)<m
)
◦
A
Φ(M )
and that extend τ(d) : X(d)≤m → Y (d). Furthermore, if j ≤ j
′, k ≤ k′ and
l ≤ l′, then the restriction of τ̂j′,k′,l′(d) to Kj,k,l(d) is equal to τ̂j,k,l(d) for
all d ∈ ObD.
H′m,n: For all objects d in D and for all j ≤ m, k ≤ n, there are natural
transposed tensor maps
τ̂j,k(d) : Kj,k(d) −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
that are diffracted right P-module maps and that extend τ(d) : X(d)≤m →
Y (d). Furthermore, if j ≤ j′ and k ≤ k′, then the restriction of τ̂j′,k′(d) to
Kj,k(d) is equal to τ̂j,k(d) for all d ∈ ObD.
H′′m: For all objects d in D and for all j ≤ m, there are natural transposed
tensor maps
τ̂j(d) : Kj(d) −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
that are diffracted right P-module maps and that extend τ(d) : X(d)≤m →
Y (d). Furthermore, if j ≤ j′, then the restriction of τ̂j′ (d) to Kj(d) is equal
to τ̂j(d) for all d ∈ ObD.
If H′m,n is satisfied for all n, then the colimit τ̂m of the τ̂m,n’s satisfies H
′′
m.
Finally, if H′′m is satisfied for all m, then the colimit τ̂ of the τ̂m’s satisfies the
conditions of the theorem.
Let N denote the global lower bound on X . To complete the proof, we need to
show that
(1) HN,0,1 holds.
(2) Hm,n,p implies Hm,n,p+1 for all m ≥ N , n ∈ N and all p ≥ 1;
(3) if Hm,n,p holds for all p, then H
′
m,n holds;
(4) H′m,n implies Hm,n+1,1 for all m ≥ N , n ∈ N; and
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(5) H′′m implies H
′
m+1,0,1 for all m ≥ N .
Proof of (1). Observe that E0V ◦P⋆ ∼= P⋆, so that for all d ∈ ObD,
KN,0,1(d) = T
(
X(d)N
)
◦
A
F˜ 1Φ(P⋆).
Define τ̂ ′(d) : X(d)N ⊗ (S ⊗P⋆)⊗A
⊥
1 → Y by
τ̂ ′(d)(x ⊗ s0eP ⊗ α1) := τ(d)(x),
which is differential, since τ(d) is. Extend τ̂ ′(d) to a transposed tensor morphism
of right A -modules
τ̂N,0,1 : T
(
X(d)N
)
◦
A
F˜ 1Φ(EnV ◦P⋆)→ T
(
Y (d)
)
,
which clearly satisfies H0,0,1.
Proof of (2). Suppose that Hm,n,p holds, for some m,n ∈ N and p ≥ 1. If there is
no m ∈ M such that deg xm = m, then Km,n,p(d) = Km−1,n,p(d) for all d ∈ ObD
and for all n, p, which implies that Hm,n,p+1 is equivalent to Hm−1,n,p+1 for all n, p.
Since Hm−1,n,p+1 follows from Hm,n,p, we therefore obtain for free in this case that
Hm,n,p+1 holds.
Suppose therefore that there exists m ∈M such that deg xm = m. Let v ∈ Bn,k,
and let ~l ∈ Ip+1k , with l =
∑
i li. Consider
w
m,~l
(v) = xm ⊗ eA ⊗
(
sk−1v˜ ⊗ α~l
)
⊗ e⊗lA ∈ X(m)⊗ F˜
p+1Φ(M ).
Since (M ,∆) is semifree and both the cosimplicial and the the simplicial parts of
the differential on Φ(M ) are filtration-lowering, ∂mw
m,~l
(v) ∈ Km,n,p(m). Its image
under τ̂m,n,p(m),
τ̂m,n,p(m)
(
∂mw
m,~l
(v)
)
∈ T
(
Y (m)
)
,
is thus already defined. On the other hand, since Y (m) is acyclic, T
(
Y (m)
)
is lev-
elwise acyclic. The cycle τ̂m,n,p(m)
(
∂mw
m,~l
(v)
)
must therefore be a boundary, i.e.,
there exists ω
m,~l
(v) ∈ T
(
Y (m)
)
(l) such that ∂′
m
ω
m,~l
(v) = τ̂m,n,p(m)
(
∂mw
m,~l
(v)
)
.
For any d ∈ ObD, consider the following morphism of symmetric sequences of
chain complexes.
τ̂m,n,p(d) + ω(d) : Km,n,p(d)⊕
[
X(d)m ⊗ (S ⊗ E
nV ◦P⋆) ◦A
⊥
p+1
]
−→ T (Y ),
where ω(d) is defined as follows. If x ∈ X(d)m can be expressed in the basis
Bm = {X(f)(xm) | m ∈M, deg xm = m, f ∈ D(m, d)}
as x =
∑
Bm
am,fX(f)(xm), where am,f ∈ R for all m and f , and v ∈ E
nV is an
element of the fixed basis, then for all ~l ∈ Ip+1k ,
ω(d)
(
x⊗
(
sk−1v˜ ⊗ α~l ⊗ e
⊗p+1
A
))
=
∑
Bm
am,f · Y (f)
(
ω
m,~l
(v)
)
.
By Proposition 4.7, we see that τ̂m,n,p(d) + ω(d) naturally induces a transposed
tensor map of right A -modules
τ̂m,n,p+1(d) : Km,n,p+1(d) −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
such that the restriction of τ̂m,n,p+1(d) to Km,n,p(d) agrees with τ̂m,n,p(d).
Proof of (3). Let
τ̂ ′m,n(d) : T
(
X(d)<m
)
◦
A
Φ(M )+T
(
X(d)m
)
◦
A
Φ(Fn−1M⊕EnV ◦P⋆)→ T
(
Y (d)
)
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denote the colimit of the τ̂m,n,p’s. Applying the induction functor, we obtain a
natural, mutiplicative and differential morphism of symmetric sequences
Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d) : T
(
ΩX(d)≤m
)
◦ (Fn−1M ⊕ EnV ◦P⋆) −→ T
(
ΩY (d)
)
such that the restriction of Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d) to T
(
ΩX(d)≤m
)
◦ (Fn−1M ) agrees with
Ind τ̂m,n−1(d). Furthermore, Ind τ̂
′
m,n(d) is determined by the family of multiplica-
tive, equivariant maps of chain complexes
{(Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d))k : ΩX(d)≤m ⊗
(
Fn−1M (k)⊕ EnV (k)
)
→
(
ΩY (d)
)⊗k
}k.
From this family we derive a new family of multiplicative, equivariant maps of chain
complexes
ψ′(d)
(
(Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d))k ⊗ IdP[~l]
)
: ΩX(d)≤m ⊗ E
nV (k)⊗P[~l]→
(
ΩY (d)
)⊗l
for all k, l ∈ N, ~l ∈ Ik,l, which gives rise to a natural multiplicative morphism of
symmetric sequences of graded abelian groups
ϕ(d) : T
(
ΩX(d)≤m
)
◦ (EnV ◦P)→ T (ΩY (d)).
Applying Lemma 7.10 to ϕ(d) and Ind τ̂m,n(d), we obtain a multiplicative morphism
of symmetric sequences,
ϕ(d) ∗ Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d) : T
(
ΩX(d)≤m
)
◦ (Fn−1M ⊕ EnV ◦P)→ T (ΩY (d)),
which agrees with Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d) on T
(
ΩX(d)≤m
)
◦ (Fn−1M ⊕ EnV ◦ P⋆) and is
therefore differential, since Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d) and the action of P on T
(
ΩY (d)
)
are
differential maps. Recall that FnM = Fn−1M ⊕ EnV ◦P.
To conclude the proof that H′m,n holds, let τ̂m,n(d) be equal to
τ̂m(d) + Lin
(
ϕ(d) ∗ Ind τ̂ ′m,n(d)
)
:
T
(
X(d)<m
)
◦
A
Φ(M ) +T
(
X(d)≤m
)
◦
A
Φ(FnM ) −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
.
Proof of (4). As in the proof of (2), if there is no m ∈M such that deg xm = m,
there is nothing to do. Suppose therefore that there exists m ∈ M such that
deg xm = m.
Let v ∈ Bn+1,k. Consider
wm (v) = xm ⊗ eA ⊗
(
sk−1v˜ ⊗ α
⊗k
1
)
⊗ e⊗kA ∈ X(m)⊗ F˜
1Φ(En+1V ◦P⋆).
Since (M ,∆) is semifree and both the cosimplicial and the the simplicial parts
of the differential on Φ(M ) are filtration-lowering, ∂mwm (v) ∈ Km,n. Its image
under τ̂m,n(m),
τ̂m,n(m)
(
∂mw
m,~l
(v)
)
∈ T
(
Y (m)
)
,
is thus already defined. On the other hand, since Y (m) is acyclic, T
(
Y (m)
)
is
levelwise acyclic. The cycle τ̂m,n(m)
(
∂mwm (v)
)
must therefore be a boundary,
i.e., there exists ωm (v) ∈ T
(
Y (m)
)
(l) such that ∂′
m
ωm (v) = τ̂m,n(m)
(
∂mwm (v)
)
.
In particular, when k = 1, our induction hypotheses imply that we can choose
ωm(v) = τ(xm), which we do.
For any d ∈ ObD, consider the following morphism of symmetric sequences of
chain complexes.
τ̂m,n(d) + ω(d) : Km,n(d)⊕
[
X(d)m ⊗ (S ⊗ E
n+1V ◦P⋆) ◦A
⊥
1
]
−→ T
(
Y (d)
)
,
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where ω(d) is defined as follows. If x ∈ X(d)m can be expressed in the basis
Bm = {X(f)(xm) | m ∈M, deg xm = m, f ∈ D(m, d)}
as x =
∑
Bm
am,fX(f)(xm), where am,f ∈ R for all m and f , and v ∈ E
n+1V is an
element of the fixed basis, then
ω(d)
(
x⊗
(
sk−1v˜ ⊗ α
⊗k
1 ⊗ e
⊗k
A
))
=
∑
Bm
am,f · Y (f)
(
ωm (v)
)
.
By Proposition 4.7 , we see that τ̂m,n(d) + ω(d) naturally induces a transposed
tensor map of right A -modules
τ̂ ′(d) : T
(
X(d)≤m
)
◦
A
F˜ 1Φ(FnM ⊕ En+1V ◦P⋆) −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
such that the restriction of τ̂ ′(d) to T
(
X(d)≤m
)
◦
A
Φ(FnM ) agrees with τ̂m,n(d).
To conclude the proof that Hm,n+1,1 holds, let τ̂m,n+1,1(d) be equal to
τ̂m,n(d) + τ̂
′(d) : Km,n+1,1 −→ T
(
Y (d)
)
.
Proof of (5). The argument in this case is almost identical to that in the proof of
(4).

The proof of the next theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 7.11 and
therefore left to the reader.
Theorem 7.12. Let X : D→ FP and Y : D→ A -Coalg be functors, where D is
a category admitting a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally
connective and Y is acyclic. Let (M ,∆) be a semifree level comonoid in the category
of left P-modules under J . Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where
U is the forgetful functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, multiplicative
transformation
θ : T (ΩX) ◦
P
M → T (ΩY )
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ T (ΩX) ◦J → T (ΩX) ◦
P
M
θ
−→ T (ΩY )
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
s
−→ Y
Corollary 7.13. Let X,Y : D→ FP be functors, where D is a category admitting
a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective and Y is
acyclic. Let (M ,∆) be a semifree level comonoid in the category of P-bimodules
under J . Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful
functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, multiplicative transformation of right
P-modules
θ : T (ΩX) ◦
P
M → T (ΩY )
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1
−−→ s−1X →֒ T (ΩX) ◦J → T (ΩX) ◦
P
M
θ
−→ T (ΩY )
proj.
−−−→ s−1Y
s
−→ Y
Applying this corollary to the case M = F = Φ(J ), we obtain a significant
special case.
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Corollary 7.14. Let X,Y : D→ FA be functors, where D is a category admitting
a set of models M with respect to which X is free and globally connective and Y is
acyclic. Let τ : UX → UY be a natural transformation, where U is the forgetful
functor down to Ch. Then there is a natural, multiplicative transformation
Θ : Ω2X → Ω2Y
extending s−1τ , i.e., the following composite is equal to τ .
X
s−1s−1
−−−−−→ s−1(s−1X) →֒ Ω2X
Θ
−→ Ω2Y
proj.
−−−→ s−1(s−1Y )
ss
−→ Y
Proof. Note that for all objects d in D, the cobar constructions ΩX(d) and ΩY (d)
admit natural, coassociative coproducts that are morphisms of algebras, since X(d)
and Y (d) are objects in FA . It therefore makes sense to apply the cobar construc-
tion again, to ΩX(d) and ΩY (d).
By Corollary 7.13, there is a natural, multiplicative transformation of right A -
modules
θ : T (ΩX) ◦
A
F → T (ΩY )
extending s−1τ . Applying induction to θ, we obtain a multiplicative transformation
Ind(θ) : T (Ω2X) ◦J → T (Ω2Y ).
We can then take Θ to be the restriction of Ind(θ) to level 1. 
Remark 7.15. One can certainly dualize everything done here to develop Enriched
Bar Duality and Enriched Induction for bar duality.
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